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CHAPTFR I 
'l1ffi.. PURPOSE 
Introd uction.-- No one can deny the power of books . 
Probably the most important use of t hem in schools is reading 
for information; ho ever, the Fn glish teacher makes use of 
books beyond that of gaining knowledge . In a " gui ded-reading" 
or "free-reading" pro r ram t ho English teacher makos use of 
literature for the enjoyment of readins . Readin~ for infor-
mation and read i ng for pleasure are not t wo distinct methods 
for the use of books. For some young people , reading books 
for general information becomes pleasurable ; and, by t he 
same token , reading for pleasure can increase one's knowledge 
and insight of t he world, of man's relationshi p to man and to 
himself. 
In the conf ing and complex c ul t ure in which we live, 
we are aware that adults experience many t ens ions and emo t ional 
disturbances which tend to color and t o shape basic actions, 
thoughts and ideologies. Children mirror , or reflect, the 
insecurities and frustrations which are found in the adult 
world . A world unde r t he shadow of a cold war, of conflicting 
politico-socio programs, is not a world conducive to security 
and emotional stabili ty . 
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Man must maintain a "peace of mind" in the face of 
rapidly progressive scientific advances which challenge his 
basic beliefs in God and His universe . Al l these problems 
which tend to destroy the rationalism and balance between 
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man , t he universe and society must be f aced by each individual 
within the bounds of his own physical and emotional well - being , 
or lack of well-being. \"e can safely a~sume that children and 
young adults also are affected by thes e same problems. 
VJhen one establ ishes a r apport w1 th young people s o that 
they express their f eelings freely, he realizes that many of 
the problems which beset t he adult ar e basic t o the thinking 
of the young person, tempered by his immaturi t y . These 
problems can , and do, pr event the successful growth, both 
educationally and emotionally, of the child and the young 
adult . It is the responsibility of the school to provide an 
atmosphere in which such feelings may be expre ss ed so that , 
through guidance and ther apy, such problems may be resolved . 
Purpose.-- The pur pose of this paper is to provide a 
basic list of books which may be used f or bibliotherapeutic 
purposes by teachers, librarians, guidance personnel and 
school psychologists . 
Justification .-- If, as pr e viously stated in this paper, 
the reading of books can be a powerful deter minant in the 
growth and shaping of man's basic concepts of the universe 
and of himself, then may not books also be used t o help resolve 
., 
some of his personal problems without destroying the esthetic 
values ot the works? The writer fee l s that there is a "happy 
medium" between reading a book tor its literary qualitios 
and reading it tor whatever therapeutic val ues it may possess . 
It books act as a bridge between the reader and a type 
of therapy , it seemed important to the writer that an annotated 
list ot books which might have some therapeutic value be com-
piled . In searching for such lists, the writer found many , 
but only a tew were annotated . Brief annotations are a necessary 
adjunct to such a list for, without some knowledge a to how a 
particular problem is treated in a book, the teacher or therapist 
would not be able to recommend, with any degree ot assurance , 
that the book would be suitable for a par ticular individual . 
Since it would be impossible to read all books, the writer felt 
that a basic, annotated liat, covering several problem areas, 
would be valuable . 
Scope and limitations .-- "'hen the writer began compiling 
the bibliotherapeutic list , be faced the problem ot deciding 
what types of literary works to include . Many authors ot 
literature for children and young adults during the pas t 
twenty years, have presented realistically and skillfully the 
problema which confront young people . In all forms ot tbia 
literature - -fiction, biogr aphy, drama, poetry--there are many 
books which deal with personal problems --physical, emotional 
and spiritual . 
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The writor felt that the list would be more valuable if 
ita scope were limited to one literary form. The writer chose 
fiction because of its appeal to the child and the young adult. 
Four works of non-fiction, however, have been included because 
it was fe l t important to include them. These books will be 
noted as such in the basic list. 
The list is limited to seventy-two books because the 
writer fee ls that this is an adequate number to which the 
interested therapist could add from his own reading and research. 
The lists have been arranged in the following four ways 
to facilitate the finding of a particular book for a particular 
individual: 
A. Basic book list, with annotations, arranged by problem 
categories . 
B. Appendices in which: 
1. Books are listed alphabetically by authors and 
coded for problem categories and age levels. 
2. Books are listed according to age levels and 
coded for problem categories. 
3 . Books ue listed alphabetically by publishers 
coded for problem categories and age levels . 
One of the difficulties in compiling a book list such 
as this is its lack of completeness . For example, no matter 
how many problem categories are covered, it is impossible to 
include all . Continued reading and research in the area 
of literature for children and young adults is necessary . 
Another limitation of this paper is the lack of evidence 
that the therapeutic use of books results in successful 
therapy for the reader. This point ~ill be developed more 
fully in the following chapter. It is enough to say here 
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that no measurable tool has been devised to check statistically 
the direct effect ot a book in changing the attitudes and 
behavior of the r eader. 
"It is difficult to draw any sound conclusions about 
bibliotherapy . Faith in it as a means of solving certain 
emotional problems is great, yet the concrete evidence for its 
!I 
effectiveness is small . " 
Definitions .--When the write r uses the fo llowing terms 
he is us ing them with the meaning indicated below . 
1. Bibliothera~: "A process of identify ing with 
another c aractor or group so that feelings are 
released and the individual develops a greater 
awareness of his own motivat ions and lationali-
zations tor his bohavior . "g/ 
2 . Free -readins program: "Reading done at the child 's 
own option and during time that is not allotted 
to other school work . " ~ 
3. Guided - r sadinr: "Directing the choice of books 
Sy readers n accordance with their interests and 
abilities, through personal advice, or printed 
lists." !/ 
1/Darllng Richard L. , "Mental Hygiene and Books , " Wilson Library 
~ulletin, Vol . 32:293- 296, December , 1957, Pg. 296 . 
g/Russell , David H. and Shrodes, Caroline, "Contributions of 
Research in Bibliotherapy to the Language Arts Program," 
School Review I, Vol . 58: P~ . 336, September, 1950. 
3/Good, Carter B. , Ed ., Dictionaii of Education, McGraw-Hill ~ook Company, Ino ., New York, 1§4 , Pg. 330 . 
!/Good, ~'' Pg . 195 . 
4 . I0entification: "(a) The appropriation into the 
self of the characteristics of an admired group 
of persons; 
(b) The act or process of 
classifying the self with a ~roup of persons, 
usually those admired . " y 
5 . Catharsis: "Any expressive re&ction (usually 
emotional or accompanied by emotion) , believed 
to have some psychotherapeutic effect ••• expression 
through such behavior in a given situation may 
reduce or eliminate the need for expression in 
another . " y 
6 
6 . Insiqht: "The grasping or understanding of a 
situation, often occuring suddenly, when the total 
situation or background of experience is adequate . " 2/ 
YGood, Ibid . , P1 • 210. 
-
g/Good, ~·· p~ . 60 . 
yaood, ~·· Pg . 218. 
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CHAPTT'R II 
REVI E'' OF THE LI TE'RA 'fT:Rf' 
Introduction.-- The basic elements of the concept of 
bibliotherapy are no t new. Man has long r ecognized that there 
may be certain therap utic values acquired from the reading 
of books . The power of literature lies not only in the 
literary and e s thetic quali ties which ar e found l n a book 
but also in the nay t hat i t speaks t o the r eader. These two 
aspects of literat ure the beauty and the meos age -- cannot 
be separated . 
Bibliotherapeutic techniq~os have been used in hospita ls, 
librar ie:3 and classrooms . The process used in each ins tanoe 
may be of value to each other. Because of this , data for 
each situation were reviewed. 
Bibliotherapy in hospitals.-- Bibl i otherapy has been 
used in mental hospit ls since 1904. At that time UcLean 
Hospital i n "averly, Mass achus e tts, employed trained libr arians 
to help patients select s uit ble reading material. Dr. Gordon 
Kamman, ins tructor in neurology and psychiatry at the Univers ity 
of Minnesot a, defined bibliotherapy as "a form of 1 psycho lo3ioal 
dietetics.' He amplifies this by saying that : 'Read ing must 
be prescribed for patients just as t heir medicines, physio-
1/ 
therapy, occupational ther py , and diet are ~:rr-escribed . ' 11 
i{_Pryan, Allee, "Can Thero Be a Science of Bibliotherapy? '' , 
ibrarz Journal, 64:775, Oc t ober 15, 1939. 
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Dr. Kamman bases his defini tion on .the hypothes i s that 
the whole organism may bo a f fected by ment al stimulation. 
Intense emotional changes aet on the physical body and affec t 
the func t ioni ng of the whole or~anism. Following this 
hypo t hesis mental stimulation from re ding may have a direct 
effect on the whole person . 
If we proceed on the a s sumption that persona lity character-
is tics are not inherent but acquired, then those same person-
ality t raits ~hich are learned may be altered or completely 
changed through new le rning experiences . 
The practice of 1iving any kind of book to a pa tient 
in the hospital is outmoded. Books for patients mus t be 
carefully selected so as not t o harm or t o offend a patient's 
intelligence . Bryan s tates that it is better t o unde restimate y 
the intelligence of the reader t han to overes timate . The 
period of recovery in the hospital is not a period for study . 
Bryan tells of a doc t or who 3ave hia patient a f actual 
type of book to re d while convalescing. V1hen he l ater 
approached the patient to discuss the book, he f ound that 
i t had not been read that ins tead t he patient had read a 
novel . 
The doctor bad assume d that this was a convenient time 
tor the r eader to br ush up on factual mater ial vhere as the 
r eader was r epelled by the choice of th~ book and r esorted 
!/Bryan, op. ci t ., Pg . · 775. 
to an escape in fiction . 
y 
Other factors which must be consider ed in the selection 
of books for a hospital re ading program are age, sex, 
nationality, the medical , educational and vocational history, 
socio•economic level, and emotional maturi ty . 
It would appear obvious that books concerned with death , 
disease and surgery might prove harmful to the majority of 
patients . Patients coming from poor socio- economic back-
grounds mi ght be offended by having books r ecommended 3hose 
theme develops around tho same st ndards . For this reason 
it is essential that good rapport be established between the 
therapist and t he patient so that the therapist may have an 
understanding of the background of the p tient . Reading a 
book is not enough to effect a personality change; good y 
rapport, skillful questioning and guidance are necessary . 
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Bibliotherapy in libraries .-- The writer feels that the 
librarian may act as a bibliotherapist within the framework of 
the position . Many times readers approach tho librarian, un-
consciously presenting their personal problems, hen they make 
a request tor a particular book . The librarian who has an under -
standing of personality development and of psychology becomes 
the objective listener for an individual 's problems . 
Bryan states the following objectives tor a biblio-
!/Bryan, ibid . , Pg . 776 . 
~Blake, Joseph, "Reading and the Problems or Children," 
High School Journal, Vol . 34:158, Yay, 1951 . 
therapy program s 
1 . "Show the reader that she is not t he firs t 
person to encounter this problem; t hat others have 
had to meet it in one form or another. 
2. Let her see that more than one solution is 
possible and that some choice can be made in the way 
it is handled . 
3. Help her to understand the basic motivation 
or the people involved in the situation, including her 
o~. 
4. Help her to see the values i nvolved i n human 
rather than material terms . 
5. Give her the obJective facta she needs tor an 
adequate solution of the problem. 
6. ~courage her to face the situation realisti-
cally . 
7 . Plan a constructive course of action, and 
carry it through."!/ 
With these objectives in mind , the librarian i s able 
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to guide t he roader in a careful selection or material which 
may provi de 1ns1ght into the difficulties involved i n a 
particular problem. 
Though there is no definitive evidence to support the 
fact, the librarian not only may have the opportunit7 to act 
as a sounding board for the reader facing problems , but also 
may assume the role or the therapi st . Dr . Darling calla 
this theory, preventive bibliotherapy. 
"The theory here is that all children and 
adolescents are apt to face certain types of pro-
blems . By developing a sane set of attitudes 
through literature t he youngster is prepared to 
make a satisfact ory adjustment when a similar pro-
l/Bryan, Alice I., "Personality AdJustment to Reading , " In! 
Li brary Journal , Vol . 64a567, August, 19,9 . 
blem actually arises in his own life. The obvious 
analogy here is with the innoculation to prevent the 
contagious disease. A little vicarious injection of 
experience with a problem in a book is to prevent a 
11 
hard case of the same kind of experience in the reader's 
development . "l:/ 
By carefully guiding the reading tastes of the young 
person the librarian may be instrumental in developing 
positive attitudes. The development of these attitudes can 
help a person achieve a "mature personality" which is defined 
as a personality that bas outside interests, an objective y 
view of itself, and an unifying philosophy of life . 
Bibliotherapy in the Classrooz. ~- The teaching of reading 
is not limited to the Language Arts program in the secondary 
school. The development of adequate reading skills for a 
pupil to compete s uccessfully in subject matter is the 
responsibility of each teacher for his own subject area. For 
the purpose of this paper the writer is concerned only with 
the role that tho Language Arts teacher can play as a therapist. 
nlnstruction in literature today undertakes in 
addition to the development of pleasure, appreciation, 
and discernment in the r ading of worthy literature, 
the c ul tivation or personal, social, and spiritual 
insights and such modifications of personality that 
will result in desirable behavioral changes. • •• 
Little is known as to what effect the reading of 
literature has upon behavior. • •• Nevertheless, 
we have as s umed , and mus t assume, that the reading 
of good books will influence the manner of one's 
thinking, feeling and activ1ty. "y 
Dar ing , R c ard L., "Mental Hygiene and Books," ~ilson 
ibrary Bulletin, Vol . 32:293, December , 1957. 
g/Hartley, H.w., "De veloping Personality Through Books," 
En lish Journal, Vol. 40:198-204, April, 1951 . 
DeBoer a. John J.,~ "Literature and Human Behavior, " The glish ~ournal, vol. 39:76, February, 1950. ---
In planning a literature progr am to meet the needs of 
the studen ts greater emphasis is placed on the reading 
capabilities and intere s ts of each pupil . General traits 
as well as individual characteristics must be considered 
and the reading program adapted t o the individual needs of 
the students. 
"Students must grow as individuals, in self-
realizat ion, poise, j udgement, and self-cont rol. 
They must grow in their relations with people, their 
contemporaries and those of all ages, races, nation-
alities, and creeds. T~bey must ~row in their ability 
to work effectively in order to become self-sus taining, 
courageous workers and citizens . "!/ 
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With the emphasis on t he individualis tic reading program 
tor each student, the use of free-reading and ~uided -reading 
programs have gained importance. The first goal of a free -
reading p~~gram is to make the students habitual voluntary 
readers . This is accomplished with the teacher serving y 
as advisor and consultant . Under such a r eading program, 
the teacher may act success - ully as a t he rapist in a group 
discussion poriod, inculc t1ng the philosophy and procedures 
used in preventative bibliotherapy. 
Heaton and Lewis provide steps for class discussion of 
reading to change attitudes and behaviors . 1hese steps 
would be helpful for the teacher using books for preventive 
therapy with groups; however, the authors offer no statistical 
1/Nationa1 Council of t he Teachers of English, Enslish 
tanPua~e Art s in the Seoonda~ School, Apploton-Century-
Crolta, Inc., New York, Vol. , 1956. 
g/Smiley , Jerome, "Children 's interests and a free reading 
Program," The English Journal, Vol . 41:480, November, 1953. 
proof that use of the suggested steps will bring about the 
desired results. 
1 . •Retelling of what occurs in the story itself . 
2 . A probing into what happened in feeling, 
in shift of relationships and in change of behavior. 
3. A stimulation to identify similar incidents 
drawn from the experience of the student or from 
other stories . 
4 . An opportunity to explore the consequences 
of certain behaviors and feeling . 
5. A chanco to come to a conclusion or general -
ization abou·t the consequences or certain behaviors 
or feelings . "!/ 
In a relaxed give - and- take discussion about a story a 
student can see that characters experience problems simil r 
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to theirs and they can express their own feelings ithout 
embarrassment or without divulging the fact that the problem 
under discussion is a personal one for them . Group discussion 
based on fiction can help change attitudes, for group opinion y 
has a tremendous effect on peers during adolescence . 
The same principles of bibliotherapy apply when therapy 
is directed to the indivi dual instead of a group . Here the 
ther apy is more individualized to embrace one student ith 
his own particular probl~m . "If there is a genuine thera• 
peutic effect from reading, it may be explained theoretically 
!/Heaton, Margaret, and Lewis, Helen , Reading Ladders for 
Ruman Relations, Amer ican Council on Education, Pg. 14-16, 
1955 . 
g/Flk1ns, Deborah, "students Pace Their Problems," ~e 
English Journal, Vol . 38: 500, ovember, 1949 . ---
in terms of identification, catharsis, and insi3ht . " !I 
Moat readers, at one time or another, have identified 
themselves with some character in literature. It is when 
the r eader associates himself with a character in a book 
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that therapy may take place. 1'1hen this identification is 
established an effective catharsis follows . As the character 
in the book ~orks through his problem and is released from 
emotional stress so, too, the reader is able to relieve or 
release his tensions . All t his has been substantiated by 
personal testimony but little statistical data have been 
gathered to prove this theor y . No me thod has been devised 
to determine whether the therapy results from r eading the 
book or whether it i s the result of the therapist or other 
influences outstde of the book . Hyer states that t he human 
gj 
equation has never lent its~lf to yards tick measurement . 
The third part of the therapeutic program is dependent 
upon the successful completion of the first two . Vfuen the 
reader recognizes his identification with a character of 
a book and sees the manner in which the character, released 
from tensions, is able to s olve his problems then he too is 
able to approach h is own difficulties in a matur e way . 
As stated earlier in this paper, there is little 
!/Russell, David H., and Shrodes, Caroline, "Contributions 
of Research in Bibliotherapy to the Language Arts Program," 
School Review, Vol . 1:336, September, 1950. 
g/Hyer, Lorine, "Life Adjustment Through Li terature 1 " The 
English Journal, Vol. 40:33, January, 1951. 
statistical data to back up the clatms of the advocates or 
f oes of bibliotherapy. Research strengthens the cause for 
bibliotherapy, but it conta ins few definitive answers based 
on statistical evidence . Most of the research available 
is based on the compilation of data obtained from question-
naires and personal interviews. 
Articles by Sis t er Mary Agnes and Sister Lorang have 
produced interesting theories which r equire f urther inves t i-
gation for substantiation . Sister Mary Agnes round some 
improvement in the adjustment of four out of five upper 
elementary grade children after reading several books. Only 
one of the children, however, saw any connection between the 
reading of the books and his own problem . Sister Lorang 
obtained the opinions or 2,308 pupils through the use of 
questiomta1res about the effeo ts of re ··ting specific books 
and magazines. Fifty- three par c~mt of t he group said that 
they had tried to act like a character in a book and twenty-
!/ 
one per cent, like a character in a magazine . 
Nila B. Smith reports that sixty per cent of a group 
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of 502 children in grades four through grades eight felt that 
their attitudes had changed due to reading a book~ story or 
poem . Only nine par cent r eported any changes 1n behavior 
as a result or reading. Thirty per cent told of changes in 
!fi'Musssll, David H. and Shrode a , Caroline, "Contx•1but1ons 
of Research in Biblio t herapy to the Language Arta Program," 
School Revie• II, Vol . 58:414, October, 1950. 
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their thinking due to new or enlarged concepts developed y 
in their reading. 
Panken used bibliotherapeutic techniques with juvenile 
delinquents outside of the school environment . From letters, 
written by the delinquents, there was some evidence shown 
that "carefully sel ected books may s timulate healthy attitudes y 
and help erase the effects of bad environment". 
In 1953, Martha M. Yoshida conducted a project in 
Colorado to determine whether social values could be taught 
through literature . Four groups of eighth- ade pupils 
from different schools in Jefferson County , Colorado, ere 
selected . Before the prescribed readings were assigned 
attitudes tests were adminis t er ed to measure the social 
and emotional values of the pupils. At the end of the 
semester the same tests were once again given the pupils . 
In addition to the second testing the pupils wore asked it 
they connected any character or story with each test item. 
"It may be summarized, then, that the uniformity 
of test answers from four schools whore tests were 
concurrently run indicate social mores and taboos 
are firmly implanted in the children of this age 
group. It must be conceded that various envi ron-
mental factors probably played an impor tant part 
in t he existing attitudes of the children . However, 
the r esults of such a study point up the fact that 
ensuing attitudes from reading , while intangible 
!JRussell and Shrodes, Op. cit . , Pg . 414. 
2/Panken, Jacob, "Psychotherapeutic Value of Books in the 
'!'reatment and Prevention of Juvenile Delinquency, " American 
Journal of Psychotherapy, Vol. 1:71- 86, January, 1947. 
in many aspects, are influenced by characters met 
in a literature class . "!/ 
Not all the research about bibliotherapy presents 
positive aspects . Russell suggests that in order fo r 
literature to influence adjustment the ch ildren must be 
able to read easily and to r ead well. There must also be 
a wide varie ty of readi~ material and a permissive reading 
environment must exist . 
Meckel is also cautious as to putting too much stress 
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on the effectivenes s of biblio t herapy . He states that his 
findings do not j us t ify the opinion that a pupil having 
tensions and emotional distur bances may read a book dealing 
with similar problems and automatically benefit from positi ve 
therapy. The da ta s uggest that these anxieties may tend 
to block the kind of a response to the situation and ideas y 
which may have therapeutic val ues . 
Because of the lack of conc l usive data -- pro or con --
concerning bibliotherapy, the writer feels that res earch 
lJYoshida, Martha u. , Can Social Values Be Taught Tnr oufh 
t i terature, Unpublished Master's Thesis, ~oston Un!vers~ty, 
August, 1955 . 
g/Russell, David H. , "Reading Success and Personality 
Development," Elementary English, Vol . 25: 73•82, Febr uary, 
1948 . 
y Meckel, Henry C •. ,.......n.An Explorat ory Study of Adolescent 
React ions to Situations in a Novel," ( Unpublished Doctor's 
Dissertation ~ Univer sity of Chi cago, 1946) in David H. 
Russell and Caroline Sbrodes "Contributions of Research 
in Bibliotherapy to the Language Arts Pro gram," School 
Review I, Vol . 5: 415, September, 1950. 
should be continued to determine the true status of the 
concept that books possess therapeutic values. 
Literature of.ters the reader the opportunity to 
understand better himself, his fellow man and the universe 
in which he lives. 
"Literature is filled with conflicts such as 
occur in everyday life; vicariously sharing these 
experiences with people in books contributes to an 
understanding of why human beings behave as they do: 
their conflicts, motives, solutions . This furnishes 
insight into principles and values which can serve 
to guide him in his personal life."!/ 
Through vicarious reading opportunities the r eader 
meets characters and situat ions similar to those within his 
own life experiences. To identify oneself with fictional 
characters often can have a moro powerful influence on the 
reader than the actual influences affecting his own lite y 
pattern. 
1/Berry, EllzaSeth, Guiding Students in the English Class, 
Appelton-century- Crofts, Inc., New York, 1957. chapter S: 
"Literature for Personal Growth and .E..'njoyment," Pg. 281. 
g/Phelps, Frances Brownell, "Literature, A Guide to Social 
Living,n l!1np;lish Journal, Vol. 59:340, Juno, 1950. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
Introduction.-- Each teacher will know, f or her own 
class, the best way t o make use of books for t herapeutic 
values; however, some suggested pr ocedures mi ght prove 
helpful. The fi r st step which s hould be determined by the 
teacher is t he nature of any personality problem within 
the class . 
Some problems may be those common to t he whole class 
whereas others may be per sonal causing individual mental 
pain and mal adjustments . 1hrougb interviews and class 
discussions the t eacher is abl e to analyze t he person-
al ities of the pupils in her room and acquire an understand-
ing of t he maladjustments, pr oblems and embarr assments 
inherent within the class • 
• hen the problem is one common to tho class, it can 
be discussed openly weighing all the pr os and cons . Hatred, 
fears and prejudices might be considered as class -wide 
problems. When the t eache r brings hatreds and prejudic es 
into t he open the pupils are able to take steps to conquer 
them. Recommended stor ies which give t r ue pic t ures of 
peoples of ot her races and of ourselves may do much to 
destroy the stereotyped portraits of minori t y groups . 
19 
Personal hurts and embarrassments should be handled 
on an individual basis in order to protect the privacy of 
the individual. At times it is best f or a book t o be 
recommended indirectly or by letting t he child discover 
the book by himself . At other times a direc t r eference to 
a book would be in order. Here a gain, the skillful teacher 
will know which is t he best procedure to follow. 
The teacher, or the therapist, is t he motivating 
power in the program of using books therapeutically . 
Through his knowledge of the class, his understanding of 
the problem inherent in the class he will discover the 
mos t s atisfactory method for making books a bulwark against 
the heartaches of tomorrow. 
20 
BIBLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS (LISTJc-:D BY PROBLEM CATEGORirS) 
ADJUSTMENT 
NFW HOME 
Urmston, Mary, The New Boy, Doubleday and Company, 
Inc., Garden City, New York (1950) Ages: 10- 12 
Jack Corwin was not anticipat ing any pleasure in 
entering a new school. It s eemed , to him, most 
inconsiderate of his parents to move from their 
wonderful ranch in california forcing him to leave 
all his friends and to go to live in New York. 
Jack's adjustment to the new school was poor. 
TO begin with, he wore his best clothes to school 
on the first day and found, when he got th r e , 
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that most of the boys were wearing jeans . And then, 
the boy, Tod, just seemed to be waiting for an 
opportunity to start a fi ght . Adjustment to the 
new school and the making of new friends goes 
slowly for Jack but, after many amusing adventurous 
episodes, Jack finally wins the approval of the 
school staf f and the respect and friends hip of 
his classmates. 
The book is especially well - written . There is 
an element of mystery a t the end of the story which 
is solv d in a surprising way . Here is a book that 
presents the problem of adjustment to a new school 
and community with deep understanding and an aware-
ness of the diff iculties facing The New Boy. 
STEP· ARENTS 
hitney, Phyllis A., Linda's Homecomini, Grosse t 
and Dunlap, Uew York, (1956) Ages: 13- 8 
This story is about a teen- a ge girl's problem in 
adjusting to a new environment and the second 
marriage of her mother . Vben Linda Hollis started 
her senior year in a high school in New York City, 
her mother announced that she waa going to remarry. 
Though Linda's father had been dead f or t wo years, 
Linda was not yet ready to accept the idea of a 
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new one. 
Linda ent to live in a small town fully deter-
mined not to like the town or her "new father" . 
Linda eventually finds the town stimulating and 
her home life offering new happiness . Linda is 
forced to grow up by adjusti ng to many things at 
the same time. 
This highly readable story is told in a realiBtic 
and lo3ical manner. It would appear to hold much 
value for the teen- ager who feels the need for 
stability and maturity in his home lite. 
APPEARANCE 
GENERAL 
SIZE 
Anderson, Neil, Freckle Face, Thomas Y. Crowell 
Company, New York, {1957) Ages: 4 - 7 
"Freckle tace l Freckle face l ," Donny called Ann. 
All she had to do was look in the mirrow to see 
that he was right . Ann tried all kinds of devices 
to make the freckles disappear, like early morning 
cream and freckle oream, but to no avail . 
Through the counseling of a friendly neighbor, 
Ann learns that personal appearance 1s not the 
only important thing 1n winning friends; friendship 
is won through a person's integrity, his own 
friendliness to others and good sportsmanship. 
This is a short book, at times sentimentally 
sweet, for all young children who t el that they 
are ugly ducklings . 
Beim, Jerrold, The Smallest B~ in the Class, V illiam 
Morrow and Co . , New YoriC, {194 ) Ages: 6-8 
An excellent portrait of the under-sized boy 
written for the primary school child. The problems 
of the littlest boy and the manifestations of his 
frustration are accurately presented. The "pint-
sized" boy will recognize himself in the reactions 
of "Ti ny" Jim to the ridicule of his classmates . 
How Jimmy learns the true meaning ot the word "big" 
is skillfully handled . 
APPFARANCE (continued) 
SIZE 
This is a book which includes carefully-chosen 
illustrations and has high potentials f or thera-
peutic use. 
Bromhall, ~ inifred, Brid~et 1 s Growing Da:, Alfred 
A. Knopf, New York, (1§5 ) Ages: 5-8 
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Growing weary of her small size and her nickname, 
seven-year-old "Wee" Bridget suddenly gets a chance 
to prove how capable she can be when her parents 
must leave her to care for the farm while thoy go 
to town. With this new recognition, "Wee" Bridget 
finds that she doesn't mind her nickname anymore. 
The Irish dialogue is successfully presented and 
the attractive illustrations dress up the book 
conside rably . 
Field, Rachel, Hepatica Hawks, The Macmillan Company, 
New York, {1932) Ages: 13-17 
"Patty" Hawkes, f ifteen years old, is one of the 
"stars" in a turn-of - the-century side- show . Her 
chief claim to stardom is her height - six feet, 
four inches. The story develops at a leisurely 
pace with a clarity ot style which should appeal 
to teen- agers. "Patty" experiences loneliness and 
feelings of shame because of her rapid physical 
growth. The reader watches "Patty" maturing 
emotionally as well as physically as she seeks 
her place in society. The relationships bet een 
"Patty" and the other side- show freaks are 
sensitively arld delicately drawn. 
Flood, Richard T., The Point After, Houghton Mifflin 
Company, Boston, Mass ., (1951) Ages : 12- 17 
Kemp Douglas hoped t hat when he returned to 
Radford Academy that he could play on the football 
team in spi t e of his lack of size . No one con• 
sidered him seriously because of his size; he did. 
have one asset, however, which could be used t o 
the advantage of the team - this was being skillful 
with the drop- kick. 
Kemp makes the team throu.gh his skill a t chalking 
up score points by kicking the point after. Through 
APPFARAlWE (continued) 
SIZE 
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the successful guid nee of his coach, Kemp realizes 
that he can be a leader in spite of his small size. 
This is a well- written sports story by a teacher-
coach who kno s schoo l life intimately and writes 
with authority. Kemp's overcoming of his feelings 
of inferiority is pr esented with deep insight . 
This book should appeal especially to teen -age 
boys . 
Friedman, Frieda, Dot For Short, 1illiam Morrow 
and Company, New York, (1947) Ages: 9 • 12 
Dorothy Fleming was small for her a ge and many 
times had known the humiliation of being called 
"Shorty" or "Peanut" . It was so much eas ier if 
she stayed by hers elf or with her wonderful family. 
Grandma Fleming had talked to her many times after 
the childr en of the neighborhood had made fun of 
her. She didn't offer much sympathy but good 
advice . "It's the size of t he mind and the 
kindness or the heart that counts," she said. 
Dorothy had se?eral opportunities to show her 
kindness and her ~arm feelings t oward other people. 
As she helps Pierre, a new boy from ~~anoe, adjust 
to school and withstand the ridicule of his class-
mates, she helps herself . Her concern for her 
father's health and tor getting him to Florida for 
rest presents o.n interesting and devoted gl impse 
of Dorothy . 
This book t r eats several problems with a depth 
of understanding -- the problem of adjusting to the 
fact of bo1ng small; the problem or the strange 
boy in a new school situation; nd the pr oblem of 
a young person adjusting to an aili ng parent. All 
are treated skillfully. Doro thy is an appealing 
character and her thinking shows pro essive growth 
tow rds maturity. 
Hader, Berta and Elmer, Cock-A- Doodle- Doo, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass ., (1939} Ages : 4- 6 
Primarily a picture book, Cook-A- Doodl e - Doo 
presents, through fascinating pictures and adequate 
prose, the s t ory of the lit tle red rooster who was 
the out cast in a family of duc ks because he looked 
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different. H1s embarrassment, his loneliness~ his 
d feats at trying to be liko tl duck only lead to 
frustrations. Only when he acts like himself does 
his true worth shine forth. A wonderfully appealing 
story, t his bao a earefully hidden message . 
Jackson, Cary, Shorty Makes First Team, Wilcox and 
Follett Company, Chicago, %11ino1s, (1950) Ages: 13- 17 
There was no question about it ; Denny Cleary was 
short for a thirteen-year•old and his nickname, 
Shorty, was most appropriate . How Danny hated 
to be culled "Sho~ty" & He showed his feelings in 
an aggressive "ohip-on•the•shoulder" attitude. 
Fverything at Southwestern Junior High School 
seemed to go against him . He loses his oppor -
tunity to play on the basketball te~~ when he fails 
math; and he always seemed to be having scraps with 
his schoolmates, especially Gordon "Pinkyn Wood . 
Fortunately his math teacher understood "Shorty's" 
feelings and as able to guide "Shorty" to vic tor y 
with the basketball teac and to popularity in the 
school in spite of h is small size . 
Here i s a book combining humor and excitement, 
written by a teacher- coach who knows the problema 
and joys that boys experience in Junior High . How 
"Shorty" and his teammates l earn the real meaning 
of sportsmanship provides and exciting and thought -
provoking story. This is a well -written book in 
the vernacular of Junior High students. 
Keating, Lawrence A. , Fres~~an BackstoE, The west-
minster Press, Philade1pfi1a, (1958) Ages: 14-19 
!his is a story about seventeen-year-old Wendell 
cooper, who strives, in spi te of his short height, 
to make good when awarded an athletic scholarship 
at a college . The boy has a difficult time to 
convince the coach that his small size doesn't 
mean he lacks athletic ability. 11'endel l leads his 
tres~~an te~n to victory in a college baseball 
tournament providing an exciting climax to the 
story. The story shows t he emphasis placed on 
athletics in the college life with a word of en-
couragement fer the t oen-age boy who f eels that 
laok of height is a handicap. 
APPEARANCE (continued) 
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Felsen, Henry G., Bertie comes Throu~, E.P. 
Dut ton & Company, Inc., New York, (I 7) 
Ages: 12•17 
In this book Mr. Felsen has written a story 
with appeal for all teen- agers, especially boys. 
He has combined a s ense of humor itb a deep 
feeling of compassion for the problems wi t h which 
Bertie must cope to create a book which should 
bo popular with teen- a ge boys. 
Bert~possesses all the determinati on and 
enthusiasm necessary to become the star athlete 
of Hee ble Hi gh School . The only drawback t o his 
fulfilling his dre am is his s t outness and his 
l ack of athletic abili ty. Bertie t ries to wi n 
his school letter in var ious school activities -
football, t rack, box ing, debating - but f ails 
miserably in all of them. How Bertie accept s 
his failures and faces the ridic ule of his class• 
mates is t r eated humorously and sensitively by 
the author. 
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Bertie learns that the important thing is not 
the personal glory and prestige gained through the 
award of a letter but rat her it i s the servico to 
the school and the developmen t of a good school 
spirit . He accepts a minor position on the squad 
because in this way he is ser vi ng the school. 
There are excellent passages in which Bertie 
objectively and maturely considers the handicap 
of his size. 
FAC TORS EFFECTING PERSONALITY 
ACCEPTING RESPONSIBILITY 
Beim, Jerrold, Roc~'s Road, Harcourt, Brace and 
Company, New York, 1953) Ages: 10- 15 
"Rocky" Welsh, a basketball enthusiast, was a 
skillful player whose dream was to make the first 
team of the high s chool. He was a reserve player 
but that didn't count ; it was first team or nothing . 
Neither " Rocky nor b1s friend , Norman, makes the 
team because Brian, a pl ayer on the team, makes 
them show up poorly at practice . A class news-
paper is started and "Rooky" gains recogni tion in 
FACTORS EFFECTI NG PERSONALITY (continued) 
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the school as sales manager . 
~hen Brian is dropped from the team because of 
poor marks, "Rooky" is chos en t o take his place . 
"Rocky" mus t decide whether to continue with the 
paper or to pl ay on the t eam. His decision to 
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stay on the starr of the newspaper shows deep insight 
on the part of a t een-ager. "Rocky" faces his 
res ponsibilit y with understanding and shows a 
maturity beyond his actual age. 
Carson, John F., Floorburns, Farrar, St raus and 
Cudahy, New York, (1957) Ages : 13• 16 
"The story of a boy who learns there is a right 
way and a wrong way to win." Les Beach ia a 
trouble-maker from "Shacktown" . He is a good 
student and a po tentially great basketball player 
but is put off the school t eam because of a lack 
of cooperation and team spiri t . Little by little 
he realizes that he isn't alone - that there are 
many trying to help him - his father, who gets 
and holds a steady job so that Les oan give up his 
part time j ob and play ball again; Judy, the new 
girl who leads h1m to give up fi ghting; Coach 
Raines, who teaches him cooperation and consideration 
for others; lias Garr, the understanding teacher; 
Dr . Merrill, who makes him see there's more to 
being a doctor than just big tees. 
This is an action- packed, fast moving sports 
story - but it is also a story of the development 
and maturing of a boy . Through the realization that 
he has friends, he understands that he hasn't 
always been beset by t rouble - perhaps he has 
looked for it. 
John c arson, through teaching and work with high-
school studen ts has acquired a deep understanding of 
high school boys and their problems. This is a 
well - wri t ten book skillfully usin ~ the vernacular 
or the teen- ager . This should be a particularly 
useful book with boys who feel f riendles s and 
persecuted and are always looking fo r chances to 
strike out at socie ty . 
Flood, Richard T. , The Fi ghting Southpaw, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass.,(1949) Ages: 12-17 
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This is a book about Radford Academy by a popular 
teen-age author. "Specs" Irving was a quiet boy 
who did not go for sports at Radford Academy but 
spent his time practicing the piano . He was known 
by his classmates as a mighty good piano player 
but an "odd ball". When the star pitcher breaks 
his wrist, Coach Joe Thompson gets "Specs" to 
take his place . "Specs" becomes the star pitcher. 
It seoms that "Specs" had been a top pitcher on 
his high school team, but , during a game, had 
hit a boy with a ball res ulting in the death of 
that boy. "Specs" never played a gain. 
Through Joe Thompson's friendship and counseling 
"Spees" breaks through the curtain of fear of 
baseball to again beeome a star player . 
Rousing baseball games and humorous prep school 
events make this a wonderful book tor teen- age boys. 
The emotional problems, t reated with understanding 
and realism, hampering "Specs" ability on the 
diamond are presented logically and with skill as 
we see "Specs" finally conquering his emotional 
problems . 
Fuller, Harvey K., Manuel Goes to Sea, Whittlesey 
House, Hc Graw•Hill Book Company, Ino . , New York, 
(1948) Ages: 8 - 12 
Twelve-year~old Manuel lived in Gloucester with 
his Portuguese uncle, Jon, who as a fisherman . 
His uncle felt Manuel was too young to go to sea 
but, when Jon failed to return home from a fishing 
trip, Manue l goes ofr in search of him by hiding 
in the hold of a fishing boat going out for a catch. 
He soon becomes friends with the crew and becomes 
a willing and capable worker in spite of his young 
a ge . Eventually he is reunited with his uncle. 
This is a short book, with wonderful sketches, 
which capture the mood of Gloucester and the hard 
life of the fisbe.rman . How Manuel matures and 
assumes responsibility for the search and for his 
welfare becomes the theme of the book. An interest• 
ingly written book which presents the idea that 
we must all assume some r esponsibility for our own 
physical and mental growth and for the happiness 
ot others. 
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Gray, Elizabeth Janet, Adam of the Road, The Viking 
Press, New York, (1943) Ages: 9-13 
This is an informative and, at the same time, an 
interesting story about a boy living in the Middle 
Ages . Adam, son of the popular minstrel, Roger, 
starts out with his father and do g to make their 
living s entertainers . Through a series of mis-
fortunes, Adam is separated from his father and 
his dog. The adventures Adam experiences in his 
search for them make exciting reading. 
Adam faces his misfortune and responsibilities 
bravely and with clear thinking. At the end of 
the story the reader will a gree with Roger when 
he says to Adam, "You have done well, son. " 
The book shows how one boy assumed the respon-
sibility thrust upon h~. 
McMeekin, Isabel McLennan, JourneA Cake, Julian 
Messner, Inc., New York, (1942) ges: 10-13 
The story of the Shadrow family who lived in the 
l700•s. The rather had taken the ilderness Road 
into Kentucky to locate a new homestead, leaving 
the children with the mother and the colored slaves, 
Juba and Eli. When the mother dies, Juba and Eli 
take their young charges to Kentucky to find the 
rather and to prevent the children from being placed 
in foster homes in the community. 
Through their experiences on the journey and the 
care and teachings of Juba, the children develop a 
sense of responsibility and self- reliance . It is 
Juba who emerges as the leading character in the 
story . By her determination, self-reliance and 
faith in the ability of her charges, she faces the 
problems of following the ilderness Road with 
courage and optimism, This is a ell-written 
story with great appeal to both boys and girls . 
Ranken, Louise, Daughter of the Mountains, The 
Viking Press, New York, (194S) Ages: 8-12 
emo a little girl or Tibet had pravad for a 
special kind of do g for her ve~ own - l-dog from 
Lhasa. She finally got one which she called Pompa 
but, when Pempa was stolen by a traveling wool-
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trader, her happiness was ended. Learning that 
the wool - trader was on his way to calcutta, Memo 
makes the journey alone in search of her dog . 
The story moves simply and as surely as the faith 
of the little girl which takes her through the 
mountains to places and among people to whom she 
is a foreigner. Her difficulties, her loneliness• 
her determination are all intimately recorded by 
the author. All the difficulties faced by Memo 
are a test of her courage and faith. A book, 
whimsical at times, with intimate portraits of 
Tibet and I ndia, about accepting responsibility and 
the value of unending faith and coura3e. 
Steele, Vlilliam 0 •, 7ilderness Journe~, Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, New York , (1953) ges : 8 - 12 
Flan Taylor was constantly belittled by his 
brothers because he was the young~st in his family. 
Flan was never big enough to be of any help; even 
as his family prepared to move west he could not 
help because of illness. Flan was left behind with 
his aunt and uncle until be was well enough to 
travel. He was then sent to join his f amily with 
chapman Green, the Long Hunter , who was also 
traveling west. 
During the journey, Flan s howed he could do as 
much as his older brother s when given the oppor-
tunit y. By his quick wit and endurance Flan•s 
self- r eliance grew slowly and, with it, skill 1n 
the woods and knowledge of the fact that size of a 
person didn't matter; what did matter was knowing 
you could make mist kes and still triumph it you 
continued to do your best. This is an exciting and 
a well- told story of frontier lite and personal 
bravery. 
Tunis, John R., Highlockets, William Morrow and 
Company, New York, ( 948) Ages: 12•15 
Ceoil "Highpockets" cDade, a rookie with the 
Brooklyn Dodgers, was aloof, stingy and often 
impolite. He thought only of himself, his own 
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batting average and the money he could make. 
Ylhile driving home from a public testim.onial for 
him, he runs into a young boy who is badly hurt . 
A fri endship with the boy develops from "Hi ghpockets" 
hospital visits and continued aft e r the boy is 
released . "Bighpockets" gradually learns from the 
boy that true happiness and maturity comes when one 
considers the feelings and welfare of others. 
Throu gh self- discipline and unselfishness is one 
able to deepen values i n one's own life . 
A highly readable book which can be r ecommended 
for the slow reader becaus e of its simplified 
vocabulary and interestingl y captivat ing story. 
Paradis, Majorie, T~y and t he Tiger , Har per and 
Brothers, Publishers, New York, (l952) Ages: 5- 7 
Timmy was afraid of many things and how he hated 
it. He lmew that when Alec called him "Timid 
Timothy" that it was t r ue . He wi shed he could show 
Alec, by some brave deed, that he was not timid but 
brave . 
Timmy's family moved to a new home next door to 
a lady animal tamer . In a way he was afraid of her , 
but he was more afraid of the tiger she owned even 
though it was caged . 
Through the advice of Mr. Judson, who tutored 
Timmy, he learns that all people have fears - even 
fathers and mothers. " 'Ibe knowl edge that be wasn't 
so different from other boys and that even grownups 
were sometimes scared r el ieved hi m of a sore burden. " 
The story about T~ is an exci t i ng one, r ealisti-
cally showing the development of a boy bothered by 
many fears. 
Sperry, Armstrong, call I t Courage, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, {1941) Ages: 10•16 
'rhe story of Mafatu, the boy who was afraid, is 
t.old with simplicity and in beautifully moving prose . 
Legend says that the events t ook place many years 
ago but even today the Polynesian people s ing the 
story of the change of Mafatu•s !ear into courage. 
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Mafatu had always been afraid of the sea. Hadn't 
the sea god taken his mother from him and almost 
dragged him into its black hole? Mafatu•s people 
couldn't ~derstand this fear from a boy who was 
almost a man so they derided him and os t racized him 
f r om the society . 
Mafatu r n a.way to find his lost courage and slowly 
he regained his confidence and self-respect as he 
battled the sea and the elements of danger which 
thr eatened his life in the island to which he 
drifted. 
He returned home with the cheers of his people 
directed towards him but there wore even greater 
r ewar ds - the rewards of self-respect and of the 
power within him called courage . 
A book of moving prose with little conversation, 
this is best suited for good readers to whom long, 
well -written, descriptive passages are not boring. 
LONELINESS 
Bragdon, r:lspeth, That Judi, The Viking Press, New 
York, (1951) Ages: 12-16 
Everyonain Spruce Point, Unine referred to the 
orphan either affectionately or with exasperation as 
"that Jud" . Jud was a l ways getting into trouble -
playing booky from school and someeven said he was 
"light fingered" . 
Jud had a hideaway on hi s "secret" islo.nd to which 
be went when it seemed he was alone - separated from 
the people of Spruce Point . He was very lonely, 
feeling unwanted, and ne glec ted in spite of Captain 
Ben 's - his guardian- concer n for him . 
'' Tba t Jud 1" is a fast moving a tory presenting 
the feelings of an orphan and his rebellious actions 
towar d a t own which be feels has never accepted him. 
How Jud works through his feelings of f r ustration 
and rejection 1s skillfully presented and real isti-
cally resolved . 
DeLeeuw, Adele, Donny , the Boy ~ho 
Animals, Little Brown and Company, (1957) Ages: 6 - 10 
At an easy reading level, this is a good inter-
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pretation of the loneliness and frustration that 
comes from bad behavior, the attempt to rationalize 
one's actions and finally, a sensible change for the 
better . A ne boy, Donny wants all his school mates 
to do things his way and feels gradually more hurt 
and shy when they kick him out instead . The world 
is against him. He finds a kitten and, through the 
kitten, a growing love for all animals that develops 
into a project of boarding them for people . Donny 
does it all on his own at firs t , but, when his 
secret pops out, he 's able to fend off the derision 
ot a former enemy and to stand up for his riphts 
with an honesty he could never have shown before . 
Friermood, Elisabeth Hamilton, "That Jones Girl", 
Doubleday & Company, Inc., Garden City, t:ew York, 
(1956) Ages: 14-18. 
It's awful to be homely - and skinny - and shy -
and not a part of things when you•re a senior in 
high school. If only there had been someone with 
whom t o talk. Her Aunt Lizzie, who cared for them 
since their mother's death, was a "no- nonsense" 
woman and wouldn't understand. Her father, quiet 
and withdrawn since his wife 's death, s houldn't be 
disturbed. Then - Aunt Lou, a beautiful and talented 
actr ess, comes to stay while she recovers from flu 
and her magic transforms the entire hous ehold . Each 
member is encouraged to look outside themselves and 
through this interest in others to find happiness for 
themselves . 
This is a ~ood story, well told. The action takes 
place just at the end of and after lf'orld ar I . 
At times the style is a bit old-fashioned in its 
selection of words and description of detail but the 
strength of the story carries the reader over these 
s pots. This should be helpful t o anyone who feels 
shy, plain or just out of it. Its philosophy of 
losin~ your own self- consciousness by an interest 
in others is developed in a clear, yet subtle, 
manner and never gets "preachyfl. 
Butters, Dorothy Gilman, Heartbreak St reet, acrae 
Smith Company, ?hlladelph!a, Pa., (1958) A~os: 16- 18 
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Kitty Boscz, just aduated from High School, 
lived on Pearl Street. Pearl Street livod within 
Kitty and filled hor with bitterness and f ear and 
longing for a different life. Kitty's mother 
worked the night shift in the local diner; Danny, 
fifteen, was still in school; Thomas had quit 
school nd was running with a gang. His bitterness 
and resentment b cause of the poverty of their life 
turned him toward the very things he hated about 
Pearl Street - the rough gangs, the shady dealings, 
etc . The Community House, at firat treated with 
disdain and suspicion, becomes important in their 
lives and shows the way to nrd better living. 
Kitty finds love wi th the kind, thoughtful "Peewee" 
after realizing t hat her Hi gh School idol, Dean, 
1as shallow and immature. Kitty's realization that 
her real problem is that Pearl Street is within her 
rather th n a geographical location makes her becone 
actively engaged in improving her surroundings and 
trying to make life on Pearl Street b~tter for 
everyone. This is well -written and shows realisti -
cally that young people can rise above their 
surroundings. 
Ga t es, Doria, Bl ue ¥ illow, The Viking Press, New 
York, (1948) Ages: 11-15 
Blue V.' illow tolls the story of the mi grant worker 
in California and the southwest . The 3tory is told 
through the experiences of tho Larkin family, more 
especially the daughter, Janey . Lifo for the Larkin 
family as one of constantly being on the move, 
following the new crops where workers were needed. 
Always in the hearts of Janey and her parents was t he 
hope that someday they woul d once again be able to 
s ettle down in ono comcunity. 
Miss Gates has told he r story in e simple, swiftly-
moving style. The author knows her subject well and 
tells the story of the children or mi ~rant workers 
with deep feeling and understnnding . Janey's loneli -
ness, her lack of a sense of belonging , her fears 
are all dramatically drawn for the reader. This i s 
a book which should appeal to ~irls in the Junior 
High age group . 
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Thayer, Jane, Andy Woul dn't Talk, illiam Morrow 
and Company, New York , {1957) Ages : 6-8 
Andy was shy and he woul dn ' t talk - a t least, not 
to his mother's friends. Andy ' s best friend was his 
dog , Gertr ude, to whom he did t alk. Andy boasted to 
Gertrude that he could walk t o Boaton or Buffalo. 
The story tells of the experiences of Andy while 
on th1 s walking t our with his dog . Andy knew be was 
los t and, because of his s hyness, presentod all 
kinds of t rouble for t hose who would hel p him. An 
amusing book presenti ng succt ssfully the problems 
facing a shy chil d . 
GOI NG TO THE HOSPITAL 
Dudley, Nancy , Linda Goes to the Hospital, Co•ard-
coann, Inc . , New York, (1§53) Ages: 3-a 
This book written for little girls, explains the 
mysteries and s t rangeness associated wi th t he word 
"hospital". Simply wri tten yet sincerely presented, 
t he story is based on experiences within the author's 
own family. Linda learns t hat not everything is 
t un but she loses her fear of sickness and , more 
especially, of hospitals . This is an interesting 
treabnent ot a chi ld's introduction t o her first 
operation and stay in the hospital. 
Sever, Jos ephine A., Johnny Goes to t he Hos~ital, 
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Mass . , (1 53) 
Ages: 3- B 
The book is compil ed by the Staff of the Children's 
Medica l Center of Bos ton t o acquaint children and 
their parents wi t h hospital environment and procedures 
in the hope of allaying the anxiety of children 
f aced with hospitalization . This book i s interest-
ingly written and l avishl y illustrated with beautiful 
colored prints . It is suggested that the book be 
read to the child s ev ral t imes to f amiliar i ze him 
with hosp i tal routine . I ncluded in the book are 
directions for the use of the book by parents. 
FACTORS EFF.r CTING PERSONALITY (continued) 
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Vinson, Pauline, Willie Goes to the Hospital, The 
Macmillan Company, New York, (1956) Ages: 4- 8 
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A new "Willie" book, this is based on the 
experiences of V. illie, the mouse, who goes to the 
hospital for a tonsillectomy . This story would 
appeal to the pro-school and primary grade child . 
Although the book is brief in text, it is profusely 
illustrated with captivating pictures of V'illie 
and the mouse characters making it useful with 
pre-school children . Although Willie is a mouse, 
every small child will share his concern and 
adventure. 
PHYSICAL HANDICAPS 
BLIND 
Aldis, Dorothy K. , Dark Summer, G.P. Putnam's Sons, 
New York, (1947) Ages: 14-17 
At the beginning of a summer which was to be 
spent at camp, Judy Burr learns that she has a 
dropped re tina due to burns of the eye caused by 
extreme sunlight. This physical difficulty meant 
that Judy must stay at home living in a world of 
darkened rooms and with little physical exercise. 
As the story unfolds, we see Judy adjusting to 
her new life of darkness and developing the philosophy 
of meeting her troubles "head on" r~hioh makes her 
able "to enjoy every least little thing". 
Miss Aldis ' style of writing is at times confusing . 
In several places she does not use quotation marks 
in the conversation and this creates confusion until 
one gets used to the technique . In spite of the 
sporadic poor writing, the way in which Judy adjusts 
to her handicap is revealing. 
Bretz, Alice, I . Begin Again, \"hi ttlesey Bouse, 
Mc Graw-Hill Book Company, Inc •• New York, (1940) 
Ages: 15-17 
Urs . Bretz says that we must establish and build 
a new life based on faith and determination in order 
to live w:J.th and gain power from physical handicaps . 
PHYSICAL I~DICAPS (continued) 
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Physical handicaps can become stepping stones to 
deeper awareness of beauty in life. 
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This book, beautifully written, describes the 
agonies of the loss of sight. Not only must one 
learn new ways to live but one must develop a new 
philosophy of life. The sightless person who has 
known the power of sight must fight through to win 
a happy and lasting place in society. 
CRIPPLED 
One comes away from reading this book with a 
feeling of wonder for the indestructability of man's 
spirit and with a new a~areness for facing up to 
life and its many complexities. 
This book could be highly recommended not only for 
the sightless but for all handicapped people . 
Baker, Louise, Out On A Limb, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc ., Re York, (1946) Ages : 13•18 
~hen Louise Baker was eight years old she took 
a forbidden ride on a bicycle. As a result of an 
accident she lost her right leg . Ever since t hen 
all activities have been done on one leg - activities 
such as skiing, horseback riding and dancing. Some 
pe~ple might think this is a handicap, but the author 
has gone further on crutches than most people do 
with legs . 
Miss Baker may be a uniped but she is definitely 
a humorist. The book combines humor and sound advice. 
The approach her parents took toward the handicap 
shows deep insight whi ch should inspire all parents 
of handicapped children. Out On A Limb preaents a 
delightfully positive philosophy for handicapped 
people of all ages . 
Barber, Elsie Oakes, The Tr embling Years, The Mac -
millan Company, New Yor k, t1949J A ges: 15- 18 
Kathy, who loved all sorts of physical activity, 
was a freshman at college. She loved her life and 
wouldn't have anything changod . But Polio paralyzed 
Kathy exc ept for her left arm. She was frightened, 
r esentful, bitter, and hated her immobile body. Her 
mother and her brother, David, tried to understand 
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but they were also worried about money and what 
they could do with this strange new Kathy . 
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Through the pain and the misery Kathy clung to 
the b elief in Steve's love for her. When she is 
forced to accept the tact that Steve doesn't want a 
cripple she loses her desire to live. 
Kathy's return to college and the struggle to 
re gain physical and emotional composure are 
personally felt by the re ader. The reader is kept 
hoping for a miracle but, as in real life, miracles 
are brought about only by faith and courage and 
love . Kathy's miracle comes when she becomes 
aware of another's problem and forces herself to 
stand for what she believes right. 
This is a well-written, tremendously moving book 
that could help the emotionally, spiritually, and 
physically handicapped. As Kathy says in the 
closing or tho story, "Love makes you whole, doesn't 
it?" 
Boyniok, David K. , Champions ;t Setback, Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company, New York, (1 4) Ages: 13- 18 
"Hero are the life stories of ten men who conquered 
gr~at physical handicaps to make their mark in the 
world of sports . " Thio is a "must" book for all boys, 
especia lly those with physical handicaps. Mr. Doynick 
presents factual mate r ial in a highly reada ble style 
which should be an inspiration f or all r eaders. 
Some of the problems presented through the dramatic 
telling or the lives or thes e sports champions are 
blindness, lameness, diabetes, poverty. All are 
factually treated with the words of the champions 
themselves giving the answers as to what gave them 
the determination to achieve to the highest degree. 
The comment or one champion echoes those of the 
others. "I was going to m~k6 myself do everything 
that any of the other f ellows could do. lhen you 
try hard enough it seems simple . " 
This is a book, exceptionally well-written, with 
many possibilities for therapeutic use with the 
physically handicapped . 
Breck, Vivian, White V/ater, Doubleday and Company, 
!no . , Garden City, New York, (1958) Ag s: 15-18 
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Andy Dawson was a girl who loved sports, especially 
skiing; but skiing was over for her since an accident 
had injured her l eg . Not only could she no longer 
ski but Don, her skiing companion, no longer called 
her. 
hen she i s approached by members of a club dedi-
cated to told-boating, she joins and this sport 
beco1nes her only interest. 'bon the club plans a 
trip down the Lodore Canyon, Andy looks forward to 
the challenge of white water and the opportunity 
to prove herself as a toldboater. Through the many 
dangerous and exciting experiences on the trip, 
Andy proves to hsrself that her life hadn't ended 
when she could no longer ski. 
This is an exoitin and vividly told story about 
a little known sport. Andy's new friendship with 
Lanoe Perrier and her distaste for Buzz, one ot the 
boating members , provide some interesting reading . 
There is a minor t heme 1n the book of a young boy 
who must overcome his tears and an over-bearing, 
overly- protective mother. Here is a well-written 
book whose ppeal sho uld be strong, especially tor 
the older girls . 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson, The Secret Garden, J. B. 
Lippincott Company, New York, (1912) Ages: 8 - 12 
A beautifully moving story of a lonely, willful 
little girl and her search for friends and happiness. 
Also living in the great house on the Fngl1sh moors 
is the selfish, crippled boy, Colin. How ary Lennox, 
the girl, and Colin Cravin, the boy, tind happiness 
together becomes the main t heme of the book. Colin 
learns to alk a gain and l earns that through friend~ 
s hip and love of nature one becomes a mature person. 
The writing, probably due to the age of the book, 
is sentimental and, at times, trite . Although the 
story seems to have held its appeal and charm for 
boys and girls, its simple, fanciful style might 
offend some teen-agers. 
DeAngeli, arguerite , The Door In The Wall , The 
Junior Literary Guild, Doubleday and Company, Inc ., 
New York, (1949) Ages: 8 ·15 
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This is a s t ory set 1n thirteenth- century ~;ngland, 
about a boy, Robin. During the plague Robin became 
sick and, as a result, was left a cripple. His 
father was at war and his mother serving as the 
Queen's Lady- in-Waiting . Robin is cared for by the 
monks in the hopice, St . ark's, and grows in strength 
and knowledge under their care . The main theme of 
the story is how Robin proves his courage and wins 
the King 's recognition. 
The title of the story comes from the t eaching ot 
Brot her Luke . Be t oaches Robin t hat t here is always 
a "door in the wall" through which e can pass if we 
live our lives ith courage and faith . Through 
faith and the deve l opment or potentials to the fullest, 
we can ride above physical disabilities. Robin is 
able to do t his and eventually find a way in which 
he can serve his king . 
A well -written story, this presents the problem of 
a physical handicap with clarity. A logical approach 
tor overcoming the problems associated ith this 
type of handicap is also developed. 
Forbes, Esther, Johnn! Tremain, Houghton- Mifflin 
Company, Boston, (194 ) Ages: 10-17 
Johnnt Tremain is an exceptionally well -written 
story ~ out a boy with a crippled hand during the 
pre- Revolutionary days. Johnny's career as a 
silversmith is ended when a vat of molten silver 
breaks and burns his hands . But, although it s eems 
as though Johnny's useful ness is at an end, he has 
an opportunity to play an i mportant part during the 
Revolut ionary period as a dispatch rider. 
Miss Forbes realistically shows Johnny developing 
from a resent ful, arrogant boy t o one possessing 
humility and understanding. She skillfully blends 
the story of Johnny and his f r iends with historical 
events so t hat, at times, it is hard to believe that 
you would not find the name of .rohnny Tremain r ecorded 
in history books. This is a book that would appeal 
to boys and girls of all agee . 
Friok, c.a. , Five Against The Odds, Harcourt, Braoe 
and Company, New York, (1955) Agos : 13- 16 
Tim oore and his twin brother, Jim, we re stara of 
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the closely knit Cat onga Hi gh basketball team. 
Last year they had been beaten at the Tourney but 
this year they we re looking forward to being State 
Champs. 
When Tim's legs are crippled by polio Tim forbids 
ment ion of basketball in the house. This r esentment 
ruins Jim's game and even Denny, the kid- brother, 
plays badly. The team loses its spirit of cooper-
ation and most of the games. Phen Tim hears his 
brothers booed and ridiculed at school he is 
shocked into an a areness of his own selfishness 
and actively be gins to work to improve their 
attitude. Tbe three brothers, with their grand-
parents, form "Five Against The Odda". Tim 
becomes instrumental in encouraging and goading t he 
t eam to victory. 
Through entering a contest for the best "Home of 
t he Year" Tim's plans tor the future change from 
basketball to arohiteoture. Then, when he solves 
a crime, pride in his ability and his usefulness 
returns. 
1his is an action• packed story of basketb 11 and 
the overcoming of self- pity that should appeal to 
all boys - but particularly those who have had to 
lay aside a dream because of physical handicaps . 
Lathrop , ~es t, Monkey Ahoy!, Random House, New York, 
(1943) Ages: 10-15 
Here is a book with j ust the right amount of humor, 
adventure and mystery to make it a popular one with 
children. Randy Simms lives in a small fishing 
village in Maine. Although he is a cr ipple, he 
busies hi~elf with the duties and interests of a 
life on a farm and enjoys the beaut ies and mysteries 
of the nearby sea. 
" Big" John Bennington, a retired sea captain, 
returns to live in the home or his ancestors near 
t he Simms' home. He is a rough- and•r e dy type of 
man but a man ith a love for life and for the sea. 
He brings with him a monkey called Rosie who plays 
a major part in the growth or Randy. 
Randy learns that Rosie was also at one time lame 
but, through dotermination, was at last able to 
climb the mainmast of the ship. Through this lesson 
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Randy gains insight into his own problems. The 
cliffs looking out to sea become his "mainmast" 
and eventually he is able to climb to the top 
without his cru tches. 
The portraits of Randy and Bi g John are beauti-
f ully developed as the story unfolds . There are 
touches of mystery in the story which would make 
this exci t i ng r eading for most children. The 
message presented is that through det ermination 
and faith we can win untold victories in physical 
and mental growth. 
MacKellar, William, A Goal For Greg, David McKay 
Company, !no., New York, (1958) Ages: 12- 15 
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Jhen Gr eg Thompson, a star soccer player, on a 
high school team is injured, he feels he will never 
play again. Greg is a very good fri end of his 
coach, Clint wagner, who helps Greg t o see that his 
partial amputation 1s no t half so serious a handicap 
as selfish pride which the star player, D1c¥,shows. 
This story or Greg 's slow rebirth of confidence and 
of Diok•s eventual understanding of htmself and of 
good sportsmanship is successfully presented and 
should have therapeutic value for the t een-ager 
taoing similar problems. 
Sawyer, Ruth, Old Con and Patrick, The Viking Press, 
New York, (1946) Ages: §-13 
A beaut ifully wri t ten s t ory about Patrick and his 
grandfather, Old Con, has been created by Miss sawyer. 
Patrick was always an ac tive boy who loved to run, 
play baseball and tramp in the woods. After be was 
stricken with polio his activities were curtailed and 
be hobbled around like Old Con. 
Old Con gets two pets for Patrick , a puppy and a 
bluejay with a shriveled leg . Row Old Con and the 
bluejay inspire Patrick t o keep trying to r egain a 
semblance of his f ormer good t imes forms the basis 
of the story. 
This is a very moving story about t he emotions, 
fears, and disappoint ments which polio forces upon 
ita viottm. All characters are developed with 
sensitivity and understanding; even the bl uejay 
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endears itself to the reader of this book. Patrick's 
love for dra~ing birds would especially appeal to 
the young reader who is interes ted i n nature . 
Seredy, Kate, A Tree for Peter, The Viking Press, 
New York, (1941) Ages: l0-14 
Peter lived with his mother in a slum area called 
Shantytown . Peter wus lame and bad to stay at home 
by himself all day while his mo ther worked . He was 
very ttm1d and had many fears especially of animals 
and people. 
Peter meets a tramp ~ho comes to Shantytown and, 
t~xough this friendship, learns to like animals and 
people. Tt~e tramp , who Peter calls "King Peter", 
te ches the boy how to like people and make people 
like him by b eing friendly and meeting them halfway 
in t'riendship. lie also teaches Peter that hls home -
no matter how bumbl e - becomes a cas tle through the 
love and friendship that is present with i n it. 
Field, Rac hel• And &ow TOmorrow, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, (1942) Ages: 16-Adult 
Emily was a Blair - and that meant everything in 
Blairstown . There 1as monoy, Position, social 
importance and Hal"ry , the "suitable" fiance. But 
only Harry remalned important a1't()r her loss of 
hearing from an illness. She was reaontful and 
bitter and felt cheated except when she was in Harry's 
arms or talking t o young Jo Kelley, grands on of the 
gar dener. Later it was hard to unders t and why Jo 
turned against them and caus ed so much trouble at 
the mill . Jo and the new young Doc tor, who tries to 
help Emily, show her that others have r eal problems -
sickrJess, hunger, cold, death, hopelessnoss . 
When Fmily learns that her hearing may be r estored 
she is joyful until she realizes that Harry may 
leave her for Emily's sister whom he really loves. 
This book ifl so skillfnlly written that the reader 
would like to scold Emily for her stubborness yet 
s ympathize with her fo1• her problems . The philosophy 
of Dr. vance teaches that a consideration, an aware-
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ness of others and really knowing ourselves can 
lead to real f ulfillment of self. 
Warfield, Frances, Cotton In My Ears, The Viking 
Press , New York, (1§48) Ages: 17-Adult 
An excellent portrait of a person's acceptance of 
deafness which can be recommended to a select group 
of readers within the school situation due to the 
use of objectional language. This book is auto-
bio aphical but is was felt that it should be 
included on this list because of its mature t reatment 
of a serious problem of adjustment. 
iss Warfield t r ied , in many ways, to deny the 
fact that she was hard of hearing . She dreaded the 
words, "What's the matter? You got cotton 1n your 
ears?" and she tried to avoid having them spoken to 
her. Eventual release from the tensions which were 
a part of her make -up came with an acknowledgement 
to herself that she was deaf . 
This i s a well -written book with deep understanding 
for the adj ustment of a deaf person within the frame -
work of a hearing world. 
RELATIONSHIPS 
ADOPTION 
Daringer, Helen F., Adolted Jane, Harcourt , Brace 
and Company, New York, 19~9) Ages : 8 - 12 
Jane Douglas, thirteen- year-old orphan, was faced 
with a difficult decision - she must decide which 
of two foster homes she would accept. It was a 
particularly hard decision for her to make because 
she had never had the opportunity to stay in a 
foster home during the summer as the other girls 
bad done. During t he summer eovored by the story, 
Jane had offers from two homes and it was decided that 
she spend a month in each . 
One month was spent with lonely, eccentr ic Mrs. 
Thurman where she enjoyed herself and her f riendship 
with India Maud; the second month was spent in Cherry 
Valley with Mr . and Mrs . Scott and their daughter, 
Letitia, Jane's own age. At the end of the summer 
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when both families wish to adopt Jane, the 
orphanage leavos the decision as to which one is 
acceptable to Jane . 
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This is an interes ting book • a bit sentimental 
and prosaic in style - but treating the s ubject or 
an adopted girl skillfully , Jane ' s feelings con-
cerning foster homes and adoption are presented 
with insight into a delicate s ubject . 
Fisher, Dorothy Canfield, Unders t ood Betsy, Henry 
Holt and Company, New York (1917) Ages: 8- 13 
This is a story of Betsy, an orphan, who is 
brought up by two over- protective unts. Due to 
the illness of one of the aunts, Dotsy is sent to 
relatives who own a rarm in Ver.mont . 'hile here 
Betsy develops rrom a girl who is unable to make 
decisions to one who assumes responsibility for her 
thoughts and actions and becomes a happy and self-
reliant person. 
This is an old book and, consider ed from present 
literary styles, its style is sentimental and trite . 
Miss Fisher does show good character development as 
Betsy changes from a girl for whom all decisions 
are made to one who relies on her own ability and 
intuitiveness . This is a book which can serve a 
purpose but one which would not be enjoyed by the 
more mature reader because of its d ted style of 
writing. 
Montgomery , L. M. , Anne of Gr een Gables, Gr osset and 
Dunlap, Publishers, New York, (1908, 1935) Ages : 13-16 
This has been a mos t popular story since its 
publication. It is an extremely readable book, in 
spite ot its age , concerning the orphan, Anne 
Shirley, and her adjustment in a foster home called 
Green Gables . 
Neither Matthe\'Y cuthbert nor his sis ter, ,!arill , 
had planned on a girl when they sent to t he 
orphanage for a child to help with the farm chores . 
When Anne arrived, Matthew and Marilla's resentment 
was obvious and it seamed to Anne that once again 
drudgery and the absence of love was to be her lot. 
Anne eventually wins the affection of her roster 
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parents and knows the joy of being a member in a 
family, along with t he s~oc ess in the high go ls 
she set for her own achievement in school~ 
This ia a story that expresses - at times senti-
mentally - the feelings of the or phan - her lone-
liness, her desire to be adopted, her dr eams . Here 
is book that can be hi~hly recommended. 
Wasson, Valentina. P. , The Chosen Baby, J.B.Lippincott 
Company, Philadelphia, {1953) Ages: 3- 8 
BOY- GIRL 
This story about adoption is "practically a classic 
in the child-adoption field" and has brought under -
standing to many adopted children. The illustrations 
in the revis ed edition add to the child ' s feeling 
that this book is about someone like htmself. The 
story concerns an adopted boy and the steps taken 
t owar d adoption are handled wi th unders t anding and 
sensitivity. 
cavanna, Betty, Goin' on Sixteen, 'es tminster Press, 
Philadelphia, pa., ( 946) Ages: 13-18 
The book is concerned wi th the growth , physically 
and emotionally, of a sixteen-year-old girl, Julie 
Ferguson . At thi s adol escent age Julie, like mos t 
girls her age, goes through the torture of a first 
dance and the self-conscious awkwardness toward boys 
who have suddenly become mor e than just playmates. 
J ulie is also very shy and tries to copy the more 
assured girls among her friends . Feel ing left out 
or things she turns to her rather' s friendship and 
the farm on which she lives . Gradually she gains 
conf idence and wins a secure place with the "gang" . 
This would be a most helpful book for girls who 
feel lonely and insecure. Lessons of racing reality 
and also an understanding that most teen- age girls 
paso through awkwardness at the adolescent period of 
growth make this a most valuable and useful book . 
Daly, aureen , Seventeenth Summer, Dodd, Mead and 
Company, New York, (1955} Ages: 13- 18 
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This is one ot the most popular books for teen-age 
girls. During Angie ~orrow'a seventeenth summer 
she meets and dates Jack Duluth and is, at once, 
accepted by her own age group . She experiences 
feelings of insecurity and uncertainty when a mis -
understanding develops with Jack but, during this 
period, gains greater insight about "growing up" . 
She decides that "it is like taking down the aides 
of your house and lett~~g s t rangers walk in". 
At the end of the summer, as she leaves for 
college, she think of her summer. "And I s aw 
of it glide past me, lopped off by fence posts, 
11 
and 
And I felt myself ache inside with a quiet sadness . 
now, I knew suddenly that it coul d oome for ever, 
slipping by in the breath of a moment and ye t never 
again would there be anything quite as wonderful as 
that seventeenth s ummer ." 
This novel, beautifully written in the vernacular 
of the adolescent, combines the enchantment of a 
summer romance and first love. This is an excellent 
portrait of a teen- age girl a pproaching physical 
and emotional maturity. 
Ferris, Helen , Ed., Girls~ Girls, Girls, Franklin 
• atts, Inc . , New York, (1 56) Ages: 15-18 
This is a superb collection of short stories by 
authors who sympathize and understand the problems 
which older teen- age girls mus t face. The problems 
are varied and comprehensive . \hether it be the 
problems of love, of getting along with other people, 
of embarrassment, or or surmounting difficulties not 
of one's own making, they are discussed frankly and 
presented in realis tic vignettes of the teen-ago 
world . 
Some of the authors represented in this collection 
are: Jessamyn ''.est, Shirley Jackson, Marl Sandoz 
and Langston Hughes - all of them are recognized 
authors of exceptional artistic ability and a deep 
understanding of and awareness tor adolescent world 
and thought. 
Lamber t, Janet, We're Goin~ Stead{' E.P.Dutton & 
Company, Inc . , New York, ( 958) ges: 13-16 
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Patty and Steve are going steady . hat a thrill 
tor Patty to be seen with her "steady"l Of cours e , 
Steve says and does things Patty doesn't like - and 
Ginger, her best friend, seems to be growing away 
from her . Patty finds herself excluded from parties 
for "the girls" and for "the gang" becaus e she is 
going steady. It makes her feel very grown up and 
she can't help bragging a bit about it. 
Her brother, Doug, and his girl, Bonnie, are also 
"steadies" but Patty r efuses to see that their 
maturity and devotion make this a different thing . 
When Steve's unexpected operation prevents Patty 
from going on a hay ride it becomes obvious that 
her conc ern is with a "date" and not with Steve. She 
breaks off with Steve and sees that having "friends" 
is more fun than having a "steady" . 
1be au thor has handled a current problem with 
humor and underst nding. This could help teen- a gers 
seo the disadvantages and restrictions of "going 
steady" before they aro emotionally ready for the 
sacrifices that go with it. 
BROKEN-HOKE 
Benjamin, Nora, Remember the Vallez, Harper & 
Brothers, New York, {1951) Ages: 14- 18 
Sharon is torn between her love for her mother and 
her love for her father and is bewildered and fri ght-
ened over their divorce. She loses confidence in 
herself as an individual and in her ability to do 
things . Livin g in the Valley, a fancy "estern 
resort, waiting for her mother to appear in court 
for her divorce, Sherry meets others who are also 
living in make- believe worlds of their own. Vern , 
the cowboy, from whom she gets her first real kiss, 
attracts, yet repels hor; but it is Bruce, with his 
gentl e ways, who wins her love. She be gins to 
understand her mother's wis h t o remarry and find 
happiness a gain and she sees, for the first time, her 
father's faults but knows she still loves him in 
spite of them. Divorce is n ev r pleasant and she 
questions her own ability to make the right choice 
but, as she matures, r ealizes what is importan t 
and what is sham. 
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Divorce is pictured here as being an unhappy thing 
but often necessary for the future happiness of all 
concerned. The attitudes e~pressed lead the reader 
to a more mature and underst&lllding acceptance of the 
problem. The story moves quickly and sensitively 
to its happy ending. 
Brucker, Mar garetta, New Boy In TOwn, Ariel Books, 
Children's Book Division, Farrar, Straus and Young , 
Ine . , New York, (1958) Ages: 10- 15 
This book poses a f amily problem; a second marriage 
for a father who has been very close to his daughter 
since her mother's death. Judy Harrison has quite 
a struggle with jealousy, and her father has to 
learn something of thoughtfulness, but in the end 
the problem is resolved and an understanding is 
achieved between the father, step-mother and daughter. 
V.ell - wr1tten and handling a difficult subject with 
sharp insight and deep understanding, this book 
should appeal to elementary age children and most junior high pupils. 
Colby, Jean P. , Dixie of Dover, Little, Brolm and 
Company, Boston, Uass ., (1958) Ages: 8- 11 
To ten-year- old Gerry Montgomery, Dixie, his dog, 
is a constant companion during the days after his 
father's death when he, his mother and his sister 
are forced to move to Boston . It is as hard for 
Gerry to understand the neighborhood children with 
their foreign backgrounds and their uncultivated ways 
as it is for them to aocept hie ways. It seems that 
Gerry will never understand Bill O'Brien and his gang . 
It is when Dixie's life is in danger that Gerry and 
Bill reach out to each other in friendship, forgetting 
their differences. This is a touching story treating 
the problem of a child's adjustment to his father's 
death . 
Cronin, A.J., The Green Years, Little, Brown and 
Company, Boston, ass., {1944) Ages : 13- 18 
The Green Ye rs portrays passionately and sincerely 
the trials of growing up. It seems that Robie's 
trials are especially exactin ~ for he has great 
RELATIONSHIPS (continued) 
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difficulties in family, church, school and community 
life. Through all this he stands invincible in his 
way and finally receives both spiritual and material 
rewards for his perseverance . 
Robie, who was deeply loved by his parents, had 
to live with relatives after the death of his 
immediate f amily. Here, because his faith was 
different from that of his relatives, he had to 
suffer teasing t the bands of his relatives and 
his schoolmates . Ho Robie satisfactorily meets 
these challen~es and is able to start his medical 
training forms the basis of this book. 
Ur . Cronin writes in a highly realistic manner and 
has the ability ·to make his characters come alive for 
the r eader . This book provides good picture of 
the broken home, religious intolerance and the 
gradual understanding by Robie that power comes from 
within through faith and understanding . 
Eyre, Katherine Wigmore, Spurs for Antonia, Oxford 
University Press, New York, (1943) Ages : 10- 15 
f1hen Antonia was very young her mother died and 
she grew up with a maiden aunt who lived in Boston. 
Wben the aunt died, Antonia's rather, who owned a 
ranch in the southwest, was asked to take her. 
Although he didn ' t want her he agreed to prcvide a 
home . 
Adjustment was hard for Antonia especially when 
she overheard a conversation between her f ther and 
a neighbor in which the opinion was expressed that 
she would be much more useful on the ranch if she 
were a boy . 
A pair of spurs with the words - "In all things 
valiant" - inscribed on them hang ov r the mantle. 
The spurs had been handed down in t he family from 
boy to boy. Antonia eventually won the spurs by 
proving herself an equal to a boy . She also won 
the affection of her father . 
There is a great deal of colorful description in 
the book and many Spanish expressions are used . This 
is an interestingly written book with gr eat possi-
bilities in therapeutic value. 
Jacobs. Emma Atkins, For Each a Dream, Henry Holt 
and Company, New York, {1958) Ages: 15- 18 
RELATIONSHIPS (continued) 
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The vaughn family adjusted ver y slowly to the 
de tb of the father . Kathy, the eldest daughter, 
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was forced to assume the responsibility of managing 
the finances and disciplining the younger children -
Patrice, in her teens ; Noel, a lively boy of nine; 
and Melissa, a pretty fou~-year-old . Fven her mother, 
who was affectionate and sweet but ineffective in 
facing a situati on or doing household obor es became 
a responsibility for Kathy . 
Kathy bad neither time nor inolination to plan her 
own future but, through her work with Mr . Harlow, 
the artist, at the rehabilitation center, realized 
that there were o thers mor e unfortunate than the 
Vaughns . Through her friendship with Mr . Harlow and 
with Dean carlyle, a f ormer schoolmate, Kathy and 
her family round a new future . 
Kathy f ound that she didn't need to envy Patrice 
her beauty and charm - that she was attractive her-
s elf . Mrs . vaughn began t o realize how unfair she 
had been in expec ting Kathy to shoulder the bur den . 
Patrice understands that Kathy's "penny- pinching" 
was for the benefit ot the family and Mr . Harlow seems 
to be becoming more than just a "f amily" friend . 
The author makes the reader feel the frustrations 
and heartbreak in this family and then shows the 
slow but sure growth to greater maturity and respon-
sibility for Kathy, Patrice and for their mother . 
Stone, Amy entworth, P- Penny and His Red Cart , 
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Company, Boston, (1034 ) 
Ages: 8-10 
A well-written book f or younger childr en, this is 
about a broken home and remarriage . P-Penny lives 
with his mother and, in his small way, helps in the 
expenses of the home by using his red cart to do 
errands for the neighbors and to sell pears . His one 
desire is t o buy his mother a shiny ring like the 
ot her mothers wear . 
P- Penny meets Norman Ames who quite frequently 
calls on his mother and takes a dislike to him 
because of the affection Norman shows her . How 
Norman Ames fins the affection and respect of P-Penny 
along with the love ot his mother is delightfully 
told. The portrait or a child's distrust for his 
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mother's suitor is deve loped realistically and the 
book could have therapeutic value in a r eal-life 
situation of a broken home and r emarriage . 
Be~, Jerrold, Kid Brother, William Morrow and 
Company, New YorK, (1952) Ages : 5• 7 
"I wish I didn ' t have a brother&" Buzz thought , 
everytime Frankie bad to t ag along and spoil his fun. 
Frankie was no fun; after all, ho was only in kinder-
garten and whenever Ed and Buzz planned t o have fun, 
Frankie was always there to r uin it . It is when 
Frankie s aves Buzz a great deal of entbarrassment at 
the school Festival that Buzz r ealizes the value of 
having a bro the r like Frankie . 
Kid Bro t her is a book filled with eye-catching 
illustrations which serve a need in discussing the 
kid brother - older brother relationship . This is 
also a book th t might be used 1th a pre - school 
child facing the problem of a new baby i n the home . 
By us e of the pictures , the reading aloud of t he 
story and guidance, this book could s erve a u~ . ful 
purpose . 
Forbes, Kathryn, Mama's Bank Account, Harcourt, 
Br ace and Company, New York, (1§43) Azes : 12•18 
The faith that "Mama'' inspired in her family with 
the mythical bank account pr ecedes the many inter-
esting chapters about this Nor welgian f amily as it 
strives to become Americanized . ~·hen the reader 
finis he s the book he sees how Mama•s goodness, 
perserverance and faith permeates her r elationships 
with both her fami ly and her community . 
This book has a style simple enough for the ei ghth 
or ninth grade average pupil's enjoyment, yet it is 
intereoting enough to appeal to the older pupils . 
Miss Forbes was tes no wor ds; she begins each episode 
quickly and immediately involves us in the drama of 
this family ' s lite. Hi dden in e very c hapter is 
oharm that is rare in humorous books . 
This is a good book about the strengt h and beauty 
to be found in the family unit whose members have 
a r esponsibility to ar d each other . 
RELATIONSHIPS (continued) 
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Krumbold, Joseph, ••• And Now Aigue l, Thomas Y. 
Cro ell Company, New York, (1953) Ages : 10- 15 
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An exceptionally well -written story about Miguel 
Chavez and his family living near Taos, Uew Mexico 
on a sheep- raising farm. iguel had a secre t wish; 
he wnnted to go with the men of his family to the 
Sangre de Cristo ountains . 
Mi guel is neither the oldest member of his family, 
nor is he the youngest. ~i guel is the middle boy 
in the family - too young to get what he wants and 
too old to be happy with what he has. How Miguel 
adjusts to being the "middle child" and is chosen 
to make the trip is told with a deeply moving 
enchantment. 
The author tells about Miguel with deep perception 
and understanding plus power and beauty. He is able 
to capture the feel or the Spanish language by care-
fully chosen words and a beautiful blending of words 
in sentences. Chapter thirteen shows the development 
ot Miguel's thoughts aa he reaches foz• maturity. 
This is n especially good book when it is evaluated 
either for literary style or for philosophic thought . 
Stolz, ary, Good-~ Mf Shadow, Harper and Brothers 
Publishers, New Yor , 1957) Ages: 12- 15 
The adolescent problems of s elf •pity, parental 
misunderstanding and escape from reality into a dream 
world ia treated with great skill in this book. The 
Perrys • Barbara, the teen-age heroine; Mr . Perry, 
a teacher; Mrs. Perry, her civic -minded mother; and 
her two brothers - view each other in a stream- of-
consciousness t echnique which is s uccessful in 
presenting the picture of a sensitive teen-ager. 
Barbara's imaginary love life , the frictions between 
her mother and herself, the impasse both parents 
race in trying to understand their daughter, offer 
a roalistio picture with which most teen- agers can 
easily associate themselves . The problems facing 
fifteen -year - old Barbara are those which all young 
girls will reco gnize. 
NEVI BABY 
Flack, Marjorie , The New Pet, Junior Books, Double -
day and Company, Inc., New Yo rk, (1943) Ages: 3 - 6 
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Dick and Judy wanted a new pet very much. Mother 
wont to the hospital and was coming home with a 
surprise for them. Dick wondered it it might be a 
new dog and Judy wondered if i t might be a new oat. 
Mother brought home, not a new dog or a new cat, 
but a new baby brother. Dick and Judy were so 
disappointed that they wanted mother to take him 
back and get a dog instead because a baby was no 
fun at all l But mother said, "\1ait and see . " 
So Dick and Judy waited for their brother to grow 
and, as he grew, they had more fun - so much fun 
that they agreed, "A baby is the nicest kind of pet &" 
A tale written and illustrated with a rare under-
standing of the child's world and the problems met 
when a new baby comes into a home . 
OTHER RACES 
DeAngeli, Marguerite, Brisht April, Doubleday and 
Company, Inc., Garden City, New York, (1946) 
Ages: 6-10 
This is a delightful story about a little Negro 
girl, April , and her wonderful family . April wouldn't 
have found a nicer family even if she could have 
chosen one. ama and Papa were so understanding and 
kind; Chris, her older sister, so pretty and her t wo 
brothers, Ken and Tom, so much fun. 
Mama was always able to comfort April when thought -
less boys and girls said and did unkind things. Mama 
said that she must always r e turn unkindness with 
kindness and always be ready to forgive. This was 
hard for April to understand but she did as Mama 
taught her and won new friends who previously had 
tried to i gnore her . April's tenth birthday brought 
the best s urprise of all . 
The subject of a child of a minority group is 
tastefully treated in this story . Miss DeAngeli has 
expressed the emotions and feelings of April sensi-
tively and with deep understanding of the problems 
she must face. Her theme is that with understanding 
and a knowledge of the truth, the barriers set up by 
race and r eligion are destroyed . The illustrations, 
also by Miss DeAngeli, are most intriguing and add to 
the power of the story. 
RELATIONSHIPS (continued) 
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Marshall , catherine, Julie ' s Heritage, Longmans, 
Green and Company, New York, (1957) Ages : 13-16 
Julie 's Heritage is an excellently writ ten book 
which treats the problem of racial discrimination 
with a sensitivity and an emotional impac t rarely 
found in a book tor teen-agers . This book should 
become a very popular one with teen- age r eaders. 
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Julie faced her high school days with mixed emotions . 
It was not until she entered high school that she saw 
that the color o f her skin would become a deter.min!ng 
f actor in her happiness and her school ac hievement . 
She faces rejection and snobber y, at times rith 
anger and self pity , and at other times, with lone-
liness and pain . Mis s Marshall shows several ways 
that rac ial prejudice is accepted through her por-
trayal of Julie , her brother , and friends . Julie's 
f ather expresses the theme of the s tory when he 
gives his philosophy to JUlie . He tells her to 
l et her individual worth express itself in society 
more than her color . 
This book has a high potential of therapeutic 
value in dealing with racial prejudice . 
Oakes, Vanya, Desert Harvest , The John c . inston 
Company, Philadelphia , (1953) Ages: 10-15 
This stor y concerns the life and adventures of a 
sixteen-year-old boy, Taro, who comes f rom Japan 
to California at the turn of the century . He lives 
with his uncle Kato , a stern man, whose intense 
feelings a gainst white people is the same as the 
feelings of the white people against the Japanese . 
Taro experiences this racial intol erance upon his 
arrival in california . He cannot understand such 
intolerance, and racial prejudice becomes one of the 
problems treated in the story intelligently and 
with good taste . Not only does Taro taoe an inner 
struggle against intolerance but a lso against 
Japanese t r aditions which are out of place in his 
adopted country . These are overshadowed by his 
fi rm determination to learn the customs and language 
of his new country. The author not only shows deep 
feeling f or her charac t er s and their adjustment to a 
new land but she also displays good artistic and 
literary ability. 
RELATIONSHIPS (continued) 
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Oakes, Vanya , Ro~ Sato~ Nev Nei~hbor, Julian 
Messner, New Yor , (19 5) Ages : ~0 
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A new book, by the aut hor of Dese r t Harves t , about 
the r ejection of the Japanese-Amer i can in C Iifornia. 
Roy Sato, a young J panese -Amerioan, moves to a new 
community and he finds that his acceptance comes 
hard because of his f amily and the color of his akin . 
Roy also finds it hard to accept cortai n customs 
kept alive by his Japanese - born grandmother . It is 
easier tor him to ignore t hem and keep them hidden 
from his schoolmates . 
Yet, i t is through these customs and his grand-
mother' s stories of old Japan and the Japanese 
contribution to the growth ot Califor nia that Roy 
finds new f r i ends and wins their admiration . Miss 
Oakes tel ls us t hat through understanding of the 
cus t oms and contributions of each race we can win 
brotherhood and happinoss . Another in a long line 
of well-written books by an author much devoted to 
the problems of understanding among all peoples . 
~he writer hopei that the annotated 11et1ng of the booke 
mar be ot value to the teacher, librarian or the theraplet vbo 
wlahee to have a baalo llet of books th t 1 b ve b1bl1other-
apeut1o value. tt 1a bope4 that the booka 1nolu4e4 ln thle 
paper might provide a workable 11et to which other booke ••1 
be added. 
!he writer 1• aware of the 1noompleteneea ot the llatln 
ot booke and th lack of etatlat1oal evidence to prove their 
therapeutlo value . It 11 hoped that thoae who use tb1a paper 
wlll expand the blbllogr phJ and teet the power or the booka 
lnoluded to develop b tter mental health, attltudee and 
behavior. 
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EXPLANATION OF REFERENCE CODES 
The basic books listed under "Problem categories" also 
have been listed in the Appendices as fo llows: 
1. ppendi x A - Listing by Authors 
2 . Appendix B - Listing by Age Levels 
3. Appendix c - Listing bX Publishers 
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In each of these throe listings there are cross r efer enc es, 
by use of code letters, t o the "Problem Cate gories" listing. 
Letter oodeo, preceding the titles of each book, have been 
established for the main problem areas and for the age levels . 
There is also a cross r efer ence to the page numbers for the 
annotations of the books . The code letters used for the 
problem categories and the age levels are found at t he beginning 
of each listing . The f ollowi ng are two sample listings; one 
explaining the age level listing and the other either author 
or publishers listing: 
LISTING BY AGE LEVELS 
<t> (:2) Ander son, Neil, Freckle Face 
1. This i s the Problem Categories Reference Code; 
in t his particular oase , it would be 
APPEARANCE. 
2 . This is the number of the page on which the 
book is listed in the Problem Categories 
l isting . 
LISTING BY EITHER AUTHORS OR PUBLISHERS 
(¥!) <
2
> {N!P) Dudl ey , Nancy , Lind Goes To The Hospital 
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1. This is the Problem Category indicati ng the 
general problem to be GOI NG TO THE HOSPI TAL 
2. This is the number of the page on which 
this book is listed in the Problem Categories 
listing . 
3 . This is the age level code indicating this 
book is s uitable for the Pre-School and the 
Primary age level . 
(AJ) 
(A) 
(P) 
(GH) 
(PH} 
(R) 
(PH) 
(A) 
(PH) (PH) 
(R) 
(P) 
(A) 
(R) 
(PH) 
(P) 
{PH) 
(PH) 
(A) 
(R) 
(PH) 
(P) 
(P) 
(R) 
(R) 
( R ) 
( R) 
(R) 
(PH) 
(R} 
(P) 
( GH) 
(R) 
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APPENDIX A 
BIBLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY AUTHORS 
REFERENCE COD:ES 
Problem Categories 
Adjustment 
Age Levels 
(N} 
(P} 
(E ) 
( J) 
(S} 
(A) 
Pre-School 
Primary 
Elementary 
Junior High 
Senior High 
Adult 
Appearance 
Factors Effecting Personality 
Going to the Hospital 
Physical Factors 
Relationships 
( 3~ 
( 22) 
(37) 
(37 ) 
( 52 ) 
(26) 
(22) 
( 48 ) 
(38 ) 
(32 ) 
( 38 ) 
(36) 
(23) 
(49) 
( 39 ) 
( 33 ) 
(27} 
(46 } 
(49 ) 
(49) 
(46 ) 
{ 44 ) 
{ 39 ) 
(54) 
(32) 
( 35 ) 
( 50 ) 
( J ,s) 
(N,P) 
( J ts) 
(S J (N,P) 
(EtJ} 
(PJ 
( J ,s} 
( J ,s) 
< J ts > (S I 
(S) 
(N,P} (E,J} 
(EtJ) 
(S J 
( J ,s) 
(J , s} 
(P , E ) 
( J ,s} 
(J , s) 
(E,J) 
(E , J) 
(P,E) 
(P , E ) 
(N, P) 
(E,J) 
Aldis, Dorothy K., Dark Summer 
Anderson, Neil , Freckle Face 
Baker , Louise, out on a Limb 
Barber, Elsie Oakes, The Trembling Years 
Beim, Jerrold, Kid Brother 
Beim, Jerrold , ;ockj•s Road 
Beim, Jerrold,he Smallest Boy in the Class 
Benjamin, Nora, Remember the Vallet 
Boynick, David K., Cham)!ons By Se~aok 
Bragdon, Elsbeth, That ud i 
Ereok, Vivian, i hite ~ater 
Bretz, Alice, I Begin A~aln 
Bromhall, ~inifred , Bri get's Growing Day 
Brucker , Margaretta, New BO~ in TOwn 
Burnett , Frances Hodgson, T e Secret Garden 
Butters, Dorothy Gilman, Heartbreak Street 
carson, John F., Floorburns 
cavanna, Betty, Going on sixteen 
Colby, Jean P., Dixie of Dover 
Cronin, A.J., The Green Years 
Daly, Maureen, Seventeenth Summer 
Daringer, Helen F., AdoSted Jane 
DeAngeli , Mar guerite, T e Door In the Wall 
DeAngeli, Marguerite, Bright April 
deLeeuw, Adele, Donny, The Boy ho Uade a 
Home for Animals 
Dudley, Nancy, Linda Goes to the Hospital 
Eyre, Katherine w., Spurs for Antonia 
( A} 
( R ) 
(PH) 
(A) 
(R) 
( R ) 
(P) 
(A) 
(PH) 
(R) 
(PH) 
(A) 
(P) 
(P) 
(P) 
(P) 
(A) 
(A) 
(P) 
(A) 
(R) 
( R ) 
(PH) 
(PH) 
(R) 
(P) 
(R) 
(R) 
( R ) 
(P) 
(P) 
(PH) 
(PH) (GH ) 
(P) 
(P) 
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( 26 ) 
( 47 ) 
( 4:3 ) 
(2:3 ) 
( 45 ) 
( 5:3 ) 
(27 ) 
( 2:3 ) 
(40 ) 
( 52 ) 
(40 ) 
(24) 
( :3:3 ) 
(28 ) 
( :34 ) 
(29 ) 
(24 ) 
(25 ) 
( 50 ) 
(25 ) 
( 53 ) 
(47 ) 
( 41 ) 
(42 ) 
( 55 ) 
(29 ) 
(45 ) 
( 55) 
(56) 
(:31) 
(29) 
(42) 
( 4:3 ) 
(:35) 
(:31) 
(:30) 
( J ~ s ) 
(S J 
(S,A) 
< J ,s) 
(E, J) (N, P) 
( J , S) 
( J ,S) 
(E, J tS) 
( J ,SJ 
( J ,s) 
(E, J) 
(J ,s) 
(P , E) 
(E, J) (E,J) 
(N, P) 
(J,S) 
( J ,s) 
( J ,s) 
(E, J) 
(J,S) 
(E, J) 
( J) 
( J,S) 
(E, J) 
( J ,s) 
(Ef J) 
(EJ 
(N, P) 
(E) 
(E, J) (E, J) 
(N, P) 
( E, J f S) 
(P,E J 
Felson, Henry G., Bertie Comes Throu~ 
Ferris, Helen, Ed ., Girls, Girls, Gi~s 
Fiel d , Rachel, And Now Tomorrow 
Field, Rachel , Hepatica Hawks 
Fisher, Dorothy c ., Understood Betsy 
Fl ack, Marjorie, A New Pet 
Flood , Richard T., Fighting Southpaw 
Flood, Richard T., The Point After 
Forbes , Esther, Johnny Tremain 
Forbes, Katherine , Mama ' s Bank Account 
Frick, c . H., Five Agains t the Odds 
Friedman, Frieda, Dot For short 
Friermood, Elizabeth H., "That Jones Girl" 
Fuller, Harvey K., Manuel Goes to Sea 
Gates , Doris, Blue Will ow 
Gray, Elizabeth J ., Adam of the Road 
Hader, Berta and Elmer, Cock-A- Doodle•Doo 
Jackson, cary, Shorty Makes First Team 
Jacobs, Emma AtKins, For Each a Dream 
~eating, Lawrenc e A., Freshman Baekatol 
Krumbold, Joseph, • • • And Now, Migue 
Lambert, Janet , We 1re Goinf Steady 
Lathrop, ~est , Monkey Ahoy 
MacKellar , ~illiam, A Goal f or Gr eg 
Marshall, catherine , Julie is Heritage 
McMeekin, Isabel M., Journey Cake 
Montgomer y , L. M. , Anne o? Gr een Gables 
Oakes, Vanya, Desert Harvest 
Oakes , Vanya, Roy Sato, New Ne i ghbor 
Paradis , Yarjorie , T~y and the Tiger 
Ranken , Louise, Daughter of the Mountains 
Sawyer, Ruth, Old Con and Patrick 
Seredy, Kate, A Tree for Peter 
Sever, Josephine A., 
Johnny Goes to the Hospital 
Sperry, Ar mstrong , Call It Courage 
Steele, William c ., ·I! derness Journey 
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(R} ( 53 ) ( J) Stolz , ary , Oood- §Y My Shadow 
(R) ( 51 ) ( P, E) Stone , Amy vr. , P-Pennz ana iUs Red cart 
(P) {35 ) (P) Thayer , Jane , Andy V.ouldn•t Talk 
(P) ( 30 ) ( J) Tunis, John R. ;-H!g§pockets 
(AJ) (21 ) (E, J) Urmston, Mary, Jhe New Boz 
( GH ) {36 ) {N,P} Vinson, Pauline , ·willie Goes to the HosEital 
(PH) (44) (S , A} warfield , Frances , Cotton In My Ears 
{R) (46) (N , P) Wasson , Val entina P., 1•fie chosen Babt (AJ) (21 ) ( J ,s) V.hitney, Phyllis A., Lindafs Homecom ng 
(AJ) 
(A) 
(P) 
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APPENDIX B 
BI BLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY AGE LEVELS 
REFERENCE CODES FOR PROBLEM CATEGORIES 
Ad justment 
Appearance 
Factors Effecting Personality 
( GH ) 
(PH) 
( R) 
Going to the Hospital 
Physical Handicaps 
Re lationships 
PRE-SCHOOL 
(A) (22 ) 
(R ) ( 52 ) 
(A) (2:3 ) 
(GH) (:35 ) 
(R) ( 5:3 ) 
( ' ' h.} (24 ) 
(P) (31 ) 
( GH) (35 ) 
(GH) (36 ) 
(R) (46 ) 
PRIMARY 
(A) (22 ) 
(R) (52 } 
(A) (22 ) 
(A) (23 ) 
(R) (49 ) 
(R) (54 ) 
(P} (32 ) 
(GH) (35 ) 
(R) (53 ) 
( P) (28 ) 
(A) (24 ) 
(P) (31 ) 
(GH } (35 ) 
( P ) (30 ) 
(R) (51 ) 
(P) (35 ) 
( GH ) (36 ) 
(R) (46) 
ELEMENTARY 
Anderson, Neil, Freckle Face 
Beim, Jerrold, Kid Brother 
Bromhall, initred, Bridge t's Growing Dat 
Dudley, Nancy, Linda Goes to the Hospita 
Fl ack, Marjorie, The New Pet 
Hader, Berta and Eimer , cook-A-Doodle-Doo 
Paradis, Marjorie, Timm~d the Tiger 
Sever, Josephine Al, Jo y Goes to the Hosti tal 
Vinson, pauline, Willie Goes to the Hospita 
Wasson, Valentina P., The Chosen Baby 
Anderson, Neil, Freckle Faoe 
Beim, Jerrold, Kid Brother 
Beim, Jerrold , The Smallest Boy in the Class 
Bromhall, Winifred, Brid~tis Growing Day 
Colby, Jean P. Dixie of ver 
DeAngeli, Marguerite, Bright April 
deLeeuw, A., Donny The Boy Who Made a Home for Aaimals 
Dudley, Nancy , Lin~a Goes to the Hospital 
Flack, Marjorie, The New Pet 
Fuller, Harvey K., Manuel Goes to Sea 
Hader, Berta and El mer, Cook-A-Doodle-Doo 
Paradis, Marjorie, Timm* and the Tiger 
Sever, Josephine A., Jo nny GOes to the Hospital 
Steele, William c . , Wilderness Journez 
Stone, Amy w., P- Pennz and His Red Cart 
Thayer, Jane, Aridy Wouldn ' t Talk 
Vinson, Pauline, ,i!Iie Goes to the Hospital 
Wasson, Valentina p., The Chosen Babz 
(P) (26 ) Beim, Jerrold, Rooky'S Road 
(R) (49) Brucker, Margaretta, New Boy In Town 
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ELEMENTARY (continued) 
(PH) (39 ) 
(R) ( 49 ) 
(R) ( 44 ) 
(R) ( 54 ) {PH) (39 ) 
(P) (32 ) 
(R) ( 50 ) 
(R) ( 45) 
(PH) ( 40 ) 
(A) ( 24 ) 
( P ) (28 ) 
(P) ( 34 ) 
(P) (29 ) 
(R) ( 53 ) 
(PH) ( 41 ) 
(P) (29 ) 
(R) ( 55 ) 
(R) ( 56 ) 
(P) (29 ) 
(PH) (42 ) 
(PH) (43 ) 
(P) (31 ) 
(P) (30 ) 
(R) (51) 
(AJ) (21 ) 
JUNIOR HIGH 
(PH) ( 36 ) 
(PH) ( 37 ) 
(P) ( 26 ) 
(R) ( 48 ) 
(PH) ( 38 ) 
{P) ( 32 ) 
(R) ( 49 ) 
(PH) { 39 ) 
(P) ( 27 ) (R} ( 46 ) 
(R} { 49 ) 
(R) ( 46 ) 
(R) ( 44) 
(PH) ( 39 ) 
(R) ( 50 ) 
(A) ( 26 ) 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson, The Secre t Garden 
Colby, Jean P., Dixie ot Dover 
Daringer, Helen F., Adopted Jane 
DeAngeli, Marguerite, Brlght April 
DeAngeli, Marguerite, TfieSOoor In The Wall 
deLeeuw, A., Donny, The Bot '1ho Made A Home For Animals 
Eyre , Katherine w., Spurs or Antonia 
Fisher, Dorothy c., Understood Betsy 
Forbes , Esther, Johnny Tremain 
Friedman , Frieda, Dot For Short 
Fuller , Harvey K., Manuel Goes to Sea 
Gates, Doris, Blue W111ow 
Gray, Elizabeth Janet, Adam of the Road 
Krumbold, Joseph, ••• And ~ow, Niguel 
Lathrop, \:est, Monkey Ahoyl 
Kc eekin, Isabel McLennan, Journey Cake 
Oakes, Vanya, Desert Harvest 
oakes, Vanya, Roy Sato, New Neighbo~ 
Ranken, Louise, Daughter of the Mountains 
sawyer, Ruth , Old Con and patrick 
Seredy, Kate, A Tree for Peter 
Sperry, Armstrong, call It courage 
Steele, William o., ',ilderness Journey 
Stone, Amy V. entworth, P-Penny and His Red cart 
Urmston, Mary, The New Boy 
Aldis, Dorothy K., Dark Summer 
Baker, Louise, Out On A Limb 
Be im, Jerrold, R~ckjla Ro~ 
Benjamin, Nora,emember 1 e Vallet 
Boyniok, David K., Champions BI Se~ack 
Bragdon, Elspeth, That Judl 
Br ucker, Mar garetta, New Bit In TOwn 
Burnett, Frances Hodgson, e Secret Garden 
carson, John F., Floorburns 
Cavanna, Eetty, Going On Sixteen 
Cronin, A. J., The Green Years 
Daly, Maureen, Seventeenth Summer 
Daringer , Helen F., AdoSted Jane 
DeAngel1, Marguerite, T e Door In The Wall 
Eyre, Katherine Wigmore, Spurs for Antonia 
Felsen, Henry G., Bertie Comes Through 
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BI BLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY AGE LEVELS (continued) 
JUliiOR HIGH (continued) 
( A ) (23) 
('R) ( 45 ) 
(P) ( 27) 
(A) ( 23) 
(PH} ( 40 ) 
(R ) ( 52 ) 
(PH) (40) 
(A) ( 24 ) 
(P) ( 33 ) 
(P) ( 34 ) 
(P) ( 29 ) 
(A) ( 25 ) 
(P) ( 50 ) 
( A ) (2 5 } 
( R ) ( 53 ,) 
( R ) (47 ) 
(PH) (41) (rH) (42 ) 
(R) (55) 
(P) (29 ) 
(R) (45 ) 
{R) ( 55 ) 
(PH) (42 ) 
(PH) ( 43) 
(P) (31 ) 
(R) ( 53 ) 
(P) (30) 
(AJ) (21 ) 
{AJ) (21 ) 
SENIOR HIGH 
( PH) (36 ) 
(PH) (37) 
{PH) (37 ) 
(R) (48) 
(PH) (38) 
( P) (32) 
(PH} (38) 
(PH) (36 ) 
(P) (33 ) 
{P) (27 ) 
(R) (46) 
(R) (49) 
Field, Rachel, Hepatica Hawks 
Fisher, Dorothy c., Understood Betst 
Flood, Richard T., The Fightin~ Sou hpaw 
Flood, Richard T., The Point A ter 
Forbes, Esther, Johnny 'Premain 
Forbes , Katheryn , Mamafs Bank Account 
Frick, C.H., Five Against The Odds 
Friedman, Frieda, Dot F'or Short 
Frie~mood , Eliza eth Hamilton, "That Jones Girl" 
Gates , Doris , Blue Willow 
Gray, Elizabeth J~net , Adwm of the Road 
Jackson, C&ry, Sbortz MikeS First Te~ 
Jacobs, Emma Atkins, For ~ach A Uream-
Keating, Lawr~nce A., Freshman Backstot 
Krumbold, Joseph, ••• And Now, Ml gue 
Lambert, Janet, We're G01nf Steady 
Lathrop, West, Monkez Ahot 
uacKeller, .illiam, A Goa For Gres 
Marshall, catherine, Julie's Heritage 
McMeekin, Isabel McLennan, Journey Cake 
Montgomery, L.M. , Anne of Green Gables 
Oakes, Vanya, Desert Harves t 
Sawyer, Ruth, Old Con and patrick 
Seredy, Kate, A Tree ?or Peter 
Sperry, Armstrong, call It Courage 
Stolz, Nary , Good-Bt Mz Shadow 
Tunis, John R., Hlg pockets 
Urma ton, Mary, The New Boy 
Whitney, Phyllis A., Linda's Homecoming 
Aldis, Dorothy K., Dark Summer 
Baker , Louise, Out On A Limb 
Barber, Elsie Oakes, The 1rembling Years 
Benjamin, Nora, Remember ·lbe Vallet 
Boyniok, David K., Cham)ions By Se back 
Bragdon, Elspeth, That ud l 
Breck, Vivian, Y'hite '. ater 
Bretz , Alice, I Begin Again 
Butters, Dorothi Gilman, Heartbreak Street 
carson, John F. , Floorburns 
cavanna, Be tty, r~lns on siXteen 
Cronin, A.J., The Green ~ears 
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BIBLIOTH&~PEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY AGE LEVELS (cont inued ) 
SENIOR HIGH (continued) 
(R) (46 ) Daly , Maureen, Seventeenth Summer 
(A) ( 26) Felsen, Henry G., Bertie Comes ¥brough 
(R) ( 47 ) Ferris , Helen, Ed., Girls, Girls , Girls 
(PH) ( 43) Field, Rachel , And Now Tomorrow 
(A) {23 ) E'ield, Rachel , Ue atlca Hawks 
(P) (27) Flood, Richard T., , e F n South aw 
(A) (23) Fl cod , Richard T., e Po nt A 
(PB) (40) Forbes, Esther , Johnny Tr emain (R) ( 52) Forbes, Kathryn, Mama ' s sank Account 
(PH) ( 40) Fr ick, C. H. , Five A~a1nst 1be Qdds 
(P ) ( 33) Fr iermood, r lizabet Hamilton, "That Jones Girl" 
(A) (25) Jackson , Cary , Shorty take9 Firs€ Te~ 
(P} ( 50) JaoQbs, Emma At.lilns, l''or h,ach A Dream 
(A) ( 25) Keating, Lawrence A., Freshman Backst~E 
(R) (47) Lambert, Janet , ~e 're Going Steadt 
(R) ( 55) Marshall, Catherine , J ul!e•s Her! afe 
{R) ( 45) l!ontgomecy, L.u. , Anne ol Green Gab es (P) (31) Sperry , Armstrong, call It Courage 
(PH) (44) Warfield , Frances, Cotton In ~yEars 
( AJ) ( 21 ) \Yhi tney, Phyll i s A. , ~inda f s i!oraaaoming 
ADULT 
(PH) (43) Field , Rachel, And Now Tomorrow 
(PH) (44) Warfield , Franoes, Cotton In Ml Ears 
APPENDIX C 
BIBLIOTHERAPF.UTIC BOOKS LISTED BY PUBLISHERS 
(AJ) 
( A) 
( P ) 
( GH) 
(PH) 
( R) 
REFERENCE CODES 
Problem Cate gories 
Adjustment 
Appearance 
Factors Effecting Personality 
Going to the Hospital 
Physical Handicaps 
Relationships 
Coward-Mccann, Inc., New York 
Age Levels 
( N) Pre-Sohool 
(P) Primary 
(E ) Elementary 
{J ) Junior Hi gh 
(S) Senior Hi gh 
(A) Adult 
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( GH ) (35 ) (N,P) Dudley, Nancy, Linda Goes t o the Hospital 
Thomas Y. Crowell 
(A ) ( 22 ) ( N, P ) 
(PH) (38 ) ( J ,S) 
( R ) ( 53 ) ( E , J) 
Company , New York 
Anderson, Neil, Freckle Face 
Boyniok, David K., Champions By Setback 
Krumbold, Joseph, ••• And Now, Mi guel 
Dodd, Mead and Company, New York 
(R) (46 ) (J,S) Daly , Maureen, Seventeenth Summer 
Doubleday and Company, Inc., Gar den City, New York 
(PH) (38 ) (S) Breck, Vivian , Vihite \~ater 
(R) (54 ) (P,E) DeAngeli, Marguerite, Bright April 
(PH) (39 ) (E,J) DeAngel1 1 Marguerite, The Door In The Wall (R) (53 ) (N,P) Flack, Marjorie, The New Pet 
(P) (33 ) (J,S) Friermood, Elizabeth H., "That Jones Girl" 
(AJ) (21 ) (E, J) Urmston, Mary, 'lbe New Boy 
E . p. 
(A) 
( R) 
(R) 
Dutton & Company, New York 
(26 ) (J S) Felaen, Henry G., Bertie Comes Through 
(47 ) (sJ Ferris, Helen, Ed ., Girls, Glr!sA Girls 
(47 ) (J,S) Lambert, J anet, We're Going Steal 
Farrar, Straus and Cudahy, New York 
(P) (27 (J,S) Carson, John F., Floorburns 
Farrar, ~traus and Young, Inc., New York (Ariel Books, Chil dren 's 
Book Division) 
(R) (49) (E,J) Brucker, lar garetta, New Boy In Town 
Grosset and Dunlap, Publishers, New York 
(R) (45 ) ( J ,s) Montgomery, L. M., Anne of Green Gables 
(AJ) (21 ) (J,S) l~hitney, Phyllis A., Linda*s Homecoming 
Harper & Brothers, New York 
(R) (48 ) (J,S ) Benjamin, Nora, Remember The Valley 
BIBLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY PUBLISHERS (continued) 
Harper & Brothers, ( PH) ( 40 ) ( J, S ) 
(P) (31 ) ( N~P) 
(R) (53 ) (JJ 
Harcourt, Brace and 
(P) (2 6 ) (E, J) 
(R) (44) (E, J) 
( R ) ( 52 ) ( J , S ) 
(P} (30 ) (P,E ) 
New York (continued) 
Frick, C.H., Five A~ainst The Odds 
Paradia, Marjorie,lmmy and the Ti ger 
Stolz, Mary, Good-By My~hadow 
Company, New York 
Beim, Jerrold, Rooky's Road 
Daringer, Helen F., Adopted Jane 
Forbes, Kat hryn, Mama fs Bank Account 
Steele , i illiam o., Wilderness Journey 
Henrr Holt and Company, New York 
( R) (45 ) (E,J) Fisher, Dorothy c., Understood Betsy 
( P) ( 50 } ( J ,s) Jacobs, Emma A., For Each A Dream 
Houghton Miff lin Company , Boston, Mass . 
(P) (27 ) (J,S) Flood, RichardT., The Fifit inf Southpaw (A) (23 ) ( J ,s) Flood, Richar d T., The Po nt A ter 
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(PH) (40) (E,J S ) Forbes, Esther, Jobririy Tremain 
(A) (24 ) (N,P) Hader, Eerta and El mer, cook-1 -Doodle -Doo 
(GH ) (35) (N,P) Sever, J . A., Johnny Goes to the Hospital 
Alfred A. Knopf , New York 
( A ) ( 23) (N,P ) Bromhall, inifred, Bridget 's Growing Daz 
J.B. Lippincott Company, New York 
(PH) (39) (E, J) Burnett, Frances H., The Secret Garden 
(R) (46) (N , P) tasson, Valentina P., The Chosen Baby 
Company, Boston, Mass . 
Colby, Jean P., Dixie of Dover 
Cronin, A. J ., The Gr een Years 
deLeeuw, A., Donny, The Boy Who )lade A 
Home For Animals 
Longmans, Gr een and Company , New York 
(R) ( 55 ) (J,S) Marshall, Catherine, Julie's Heritage 
Little, Brown and 
(R) ( 49 ) (P,E) 
(R) ( 49) (J,S) 
(P) (32) (P .E) 
Lothrop, Lee and Shephar d Company , Boston , Mass . 
( R) (51) (P , E ) Stone, Amy w., P-Pennz and His Red Cart 
David McKay Company, Inc ., New York (PH) ( 42 ) (J) MacKeller, illio.m, A Goal For Greg 
The Macmillan Company, New York 
(PH) (37) (S) Barber, Els ie Oakes, The Tr embling Year s 
(PH) (43 ) (S,A) Field, Raohel, And Now Tomorrow 
(A) (23 ) (J,S) Field, Rachel, Hepatica Hawks 
(P) (31 ) (E, J S) Sperry, Armstrong , Call It Courage 
(GH) {36) {N,P} Vinson, P., l illie Goes to t he Hospital 
BI BLIOTHERAPEUTIC BOOKS LISTED BY PUPLISHERS (continued) 
Macrae Smith Company, Philadelphia, Pa. 
(P) (33) (S) Butters, Dorothy G., Heartbreak Street 
The McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc . , New York 
(PH) (37) (J, S) Baker, Louise, out on a Limb 
(PH) (36) (S) Bretz, Alice , I Besln Again (P) (28) (P ,E) Fuller, Harvey K., Manuel aoes to Sea 
Jullian Messner , Inc . , New York 
(P) (29) (E, J) McMeekin, Isabel M. , Journe1 Cake 
( R) (56) (E) Oakes, Vanya, Roy Sato, New Neighbor 
Company, New York 
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Wi l liam Morrow and 
(R) (52) ( N ~ P) 
(A) (22) (PJ Beim, Jerrold, Kid Bro ther Beim, J errold, The Smallest Bot 
Friedman, Frieda, Dot For Shor 
Thayer, J ., Andy \''ouian ' t Talfc 
Tunis, John R., HighEockets 
in the Class 
(A) (24) (EtJ) 
(P) (35 ) ( P J 
(P) (30) {J) 
Oxford University Press, New York 
( R) (50) (E,J) Eyre , Katherine w. , Spurs for Antonia 
G. P. putnam's Sons , New York 
(PH) (36 ) (J,S) Aldis , Dorothy K. , Dark Summer 
Random House , New York 
(PH) (41) (E, J) Lathr op , West , Monkey Ahoyl 
The Viking Pressl 
( p) (32 ) ( J ,s) 
(P) (34) (E , J) 
( P) (29 ) ( E t J) 
(P) (29 ) (E J 
(PH) ( 42 ) ( E , J) { PH) ( 43 ) ( E , J) 
(PH) (44 ) (S , A) 
Ne\' York 
Bragdon, Elspe th, That Jud i 
Gates , Doris , Bl ue willow 
Gray, Elizabeth J., Adam of the Road 
Rankon, Louise, Daughter of the Mountains 
Sawyer, Ruth, Old Con and Patrick 
Seredy, Kate , A Tree for Peter 
Warfield, Frances, Cotton In lJy Ears 
Westminster Press, Philadelphi~Pa . 
(R) {46) (J,S) Cav nna, Betty, Going on Sixteen 
(A) (25) (J, S ) Keating, Lawrence A., l'*resbiiian Backstop 
v: ilcox and Follett Company, Chicago , Ill. 
(A) (25) (J,S) Jackson, Cary, Shorty Makos F'irs t Team 
The John c. ~inston Company, Philadelph1a, pa . 
(R) (55) (E,J) Oakes, Vanya, Desert Harvest 
